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Note from the CEO
Mike Hennessy, Jr. 
President & CEO, MJH Life Sciences®

From a spectroscopist’s standpoint, one of the major negatives 

associated with the last two years of living in a pandemic has 

been the cancellations of in-person trade shows and confer-

ences geared toward advances in the profession, including Pittcon.  

In this context, our annual reviews of new products should be 

particularly beneficial. In this year’s edition, featured in this issue,  

we present a recap of advances made during the last 12 months by 

more than three dozen manufacturers in a variety of categories—

including atomic spectroscopy, UV-vis, near-infrared (NIR), mid-IR, 

Raman, imaging, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), accessories, 

and components. We hope that you find this information useful.  

We also hope that, by this time next year, many of you will have been 

able to see and handle many new products at Pittcon and other events.

A major passion of our team here at Spectroscopy is to provide 

practical information. In one of this month’s peer-reviewed articles, 

Ravi Ramachandran and his team at Bristol-Myers Squibb look at a 

very practical question—how Raman spectroscopy can be used to 

gain process understanding during pharmaceutical development. 

The case studies they present successfully demonstrate the use of 

inline Raman spectroscopic analysis to estimate solvent content dur-

ing the solvent exchange and distillation operations in the synthesis 

of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs). This information should 

serve as a good starting point to understand the feasibility and scope 

of Raman methods for solvent content determinations of interest.

Our other peer-reviewed research in this issue shifts our focus 

from pharmaceuticals to traditional Chinese medicine (TCM). In that 

work, the authors used fluorescence spectroscopy to study the me-

tabolism of forsythoside E, one of two metabolites of F. suspensa 

that has been used in TCM. By investigating and comparing the 

interactions between forsythoside E with bovine serum albumin 

(BSA) and human serum albumin (HSA), the work sheds light on the 

absorption, toxicity, and the metabolism of this compound in vivo. 

In this month’s “Atomic Perspectives,” Patricia Atkins addresses 

an important practice for ensuring accurate analysis in the inor-

ganic laboratory: proficiency testing. In the first of a two-part article,  

she examines the development of, and rationale behind, proficiency 

testing. She also outlines some best practices and provides an initial 

discussion of how to avoid contamination that can affect results. 

In “IR Spectral Interpretation Workshop,” Brian Smith provides les-

sons in identifying the infrared spectra of polymers with C-O bonds, 

including polyvinyl alcohol, cellulose, and starch.

We hope you enjoy this issue, and the practical information 

provided.
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ATOMIC PERSPECTIVES

What Does Your Proficiency  
Testing (PT) Prove? A Look at  
Inorganic Analyses, Proficiency Tests,  
and Contamination and Error, Part I

Trace inorganic analysis is an es-
sential part of analytical testing.  
In many cases, contamination can 
alter or skew elemental analy-
sis, which leads to inaccurate re-
sults. Another way in which con-
taminants can alter results in a 
detrimental fashion is in regard 
to proficiency testing and labo-
ratory audits. Proficiency test-
ing (PT) is a series or schemes of 
samples that are intended to as-
sess the performance of individu-
als or laboratories in specific areas 
or for specific analytical tests.  
PT is also designed to be used to 
improve processes and methods.  
If contamination and error enter 
into the analysis process, then the 
results can be altered, causing 
the analyst or laboratory to per-
form poorly in a PT scheme. In this 
two-part article, we examine the 
development, rationale, and best 
practices for PT, including how 
contamination can enter inorganic 
samples and how to eliminate or 
control those sources.

Patricia L. Atkins, Lauren Stainback, and Donnell Charles 

Proficiency testing (PT) is a 
phrase that often solicits groans or 
resigned sighs. Most of us on the 

receiving end of a proficiency test dislike 
even the thought of being “evaluated” 
despite the fact that testing is our “busi-
ness” in many cases. The truth is that PT 
is not a tool to trick analysts or put them 
on the spot. Laboratories use PT to com-
ply with their accreditation requirements 
and evaluate analyst performance. PT is 
an integral part of a quality management 
system (QMS) under quality assurance 
and control (QA/QC).

Quality Management Systems (QMS)
A QMS contains the practices and pro-
cesses a business follows to meet cus-
tomer requirements. The International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) has 
become one of the world’s largest devel-
opers of voluntary international standards 
for all manufactured, agricultural, and 
technological products and services. The 
standards issued by ISO are the framework 
for the quality management systems of ISO 
accredited companies and laboratories (1). 

In the 1990s, ISO began creating stan-
dards for laboratories to standardize pro-
cedures and ensure competency and ac-

curacy. Throughout the years, laboratories, 
reference materials, and PT providers have 
pursued ISO accreditation for their facilities 
as a mark of quality and reliability (2). 

A QMS includes components such as 
a mission statement, goals, and objec-
tives through all the processes for orga-
nizational structure, data management, 
manufacturing processes, and QA/QC. 
Many laboratory practices fall under the 
heading of QA/QC while still being part 
of the overall quality system. Laboratory 
QA/QC has may processes routinely in-
cluded in standard operating procedures 
(SOP). Some of the key processes for ana-
lytical laboratories are the use of certified 
reference materials (CRMs) or standards, 
the use of validated or verified methods, 
and the use of PT to ensure quality.

Understanding PT
In PT, one uses characterized samples that 
are created to represent the types of sam-
ples, matrices, and targets being analyzed 
in laboratories. Most of the time, these 
samples contain measured values that are 
not disclosed to the PT participants and 
are treated like blind samples—samples 
in which the nature and quantities are un-
known. Some proficiency tests may give 
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information in regard to the target identity, 
quantitative range, and other information, 
which directs the analyst in how to perform 
sample preparation or analyses. PT samples 
can come in many different forms, from 
solid or liquid native matrices to extracted 
oils, liquids, and solids. The analyst is ex-
pected to prepare and treat the PT sample 
in the same way similar types of samples 
would be routinely processed. 

PT participants confidentially share 
their results with the PT provider for final 
evaluation and grading. In this way, PT 
serves as an indicator for the competency 
of an individual laboratory staff and its 
analytical performance. Results reported 
to the PT provider are compared to the 
reference values established for that PT,  
which are either established by a reference 
laboratory or determined by averaging  
the values reported by the PT participants.  
Participating PT laboratories can report 
their values either as individual values or as 
a composite average value determined by 
the results obtained by all their individually  
tested analysts. 

PT participants that achieve passing PT 
results are ensuring the validity and reliabil-
ity of their laboratory test results. PT is an 
external quality assessment tool. PT should 
be an integral part of the testing labora-
tory’s quality system. In the evaluation of a 
PT program, the laboratory must consider 
some critical points: the qualifications of the 
PT administrator; the quality and qualifica-
tions of the PT provider; and the accessibil-
ity of data. Within most QMS systems, such 
as those based on the ISO guidelines, labo-

ratories are required to use certified provid-
ers for their analytical standards, methods,  
and PT. For ISO 17025 laboratories, PT pro-
viders must be accredited to ISO 17043 and 
CRM providers to ISO 17034. 

PT is not a means of method validation. 
Methods used for PT should have previ-
ously been validated by the laboratories or 
standards organizations that have issued 
those methodologies —that is, the United 
States Pharmacopeial Convention (USP) (3) 
and the American Society for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM) International. PT serves 
to measure the ongoing proficiency of 
independent laboratories through inter-
laboratory comparison of test results for 
the same sample. Some regulatory bodies 
stipulate the frequency of PT participation, 
requiring laboratories to participate in PT 
on an annual basis. Other laboratories par-
ticipate in accordance with their accredi-
tation audit schedule. Some accreditation 
audits only occur once every other year. 
Thus, the laboratories would participate 
in PT once every two years. 

Understanding the key components of 
the QMS a laboratory operates under is 
an important part of passing any PT test. 
Some of the issues with PT results are not 
the result itself but the way the statistics, 
standards, and methods of the QMS have 
been applied, leading to error. 

Evaluating Methods for  
Regular Use and Proficiency Testing
Analytical methods intended for use in 
an accredited laboratory (for regular use 
or in PT) must either be validated or veri-

fied under the laboratory’s QMS. Method 
validation is the process in which a new 
method undergoes testing and statisti-
cal analysis to determine if it is fit for the 
intended purpose. Method validation oc-
curs either when a new method is created, 
or when an existing method is changed so 
significantly that all the statistical param-
eters need to be reestablished. Method 
verification occurs when a method is trans-
ferred from one type of process to another 
similar type of process, such as transferring 
an atomic absorption (AA) method to an 
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) method. 

Passing a proficiency test can serve as 
method verification because PT is used to 
check an already validated method. For ex-
ample, standard methods and compendial 
methods are verified, whereas in-house–
developed methods are validated. After an 
in-house method has been validated, it can 
be verified by successfully passing a profi-
ciency test from an accredited third-party 
provider. In this example, PT is integral to 
the QMS of the participant laboratory (4). 

All methods must undergo statistical 
evaluations and must establish the method 
dynamic range as part of the quality man-
agement program, including the statistical 
concepts of true value, error, bias, uncer-
tainty, accuracy, and precision, which are 
all interrelated concepts. 

Understanding the Basis  
of Laboratory Statistics
The goal for all analytical analyses is to have 
measured values close to the true value. 
Accuracy is a measurement of how close 
measured values get to the true value; 
precision indicates how close a group of 
results are to one another. 

Factors that move the measured value 
away from the true value are called bias 
or error. Bias is the partiality or systematic 
deviation from the true value that results 
in over or underestimation. Error is the dif-
ference between the measurement and 
the true value. Error causes values to dif-
fer when measurement is repeated. It is 
impossible to completely eliminate error, 
but it can be controlled and documented. 

Errors are characterized as random or 
systematic. Random errors are fluctuations 
and variances in even the most tightly con-

Measured Mean True Value

Measured value

Precision

Uncertainty

Accuracy,
Bias

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

FIGURE 1: Graphic representation of accuracy, bias, and precision.
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trolled systems that produce anomalies. 
Random errors are often impossible to elim-
inate. Precision is often associated with the 
statistical measurement of random error. 
The second type of error is systematic error, 
which appears from a traceable source, 
such as instrument malfunction, record-
keeping errors, or measurable repeated 
variants, that affects result outcomes.  
Systematic errors can often be elimi-
nated by routine maintenance, procedure 
changes, or record keeping (Figure 1).

The final important concept for labora-
tory analyses is uncertainty. Uncertainty is a 
statistical estimate attached to a value that 
characterizes the range of values where the 
true value lies within a stated confidence 
interval. Uncertainty estimates the effect 
of short-term fluctuations, variables in the 
performance of an analyst or piece of instru-
mentation, or accounts for bias or drift that 
can be corrected or calculated (Figure 2).

Uncertainty can be calculated in many 
different ways depending on the type 
of instrument, equipment, or processes 
being evaluated. However, all the pos-
sible factors that can influence or change 
the range of expected values must be 
included in an uncertainty calculation.  
A suitable QC-known certified reference 
material or reference standard should be 
employed for calculating statistics and vali-
dating an analytical method.

Importance of Standards in PT
Standards are a critical key in all analyti-
cal analyses. In the case of conducting 
a PT study or scheme, standards play a 
critical role in obtaining passing results. 
The first step in using standards as a part 
of an analytical process is to understand 
what standards or reference materials are 
and how they are used. Standards can 
be used for qualitative analysis (identity), 
quantitative analysis (numerical results), 
or both. They can also aid in identifying 
or eliminating errors, or be used to deter-
mine statistical variables, such as uncer-
tainty, accuracy, and precision. 

As a result, questions often arise re-
garding which standards are used and 
at what point standards are introduced 
into a sample preparation and analysis 
process. One of the most important 

considerations for choosing a stan-
dard (for both general analyses and PT 
schemes) is whether the standards fit for 
the purpose in which they will be used  
(Figure 3). Some questions to ask are: 
Does the standard reflect the iden-
tity or type of sample that is going to 
be tested? Are the forms (oil, power, 
solid, among others) of the standards 
or samples significantly different in 
a way that will affect the outcome of 
testing? In the same vein, is the matrix 
of all the samples, standards, and PT 
schemes the same or different, and will 
that change the results or processing?  
Are the standards amenable to the type 
of instrumentation being used? Will the 
samples and standards fall into the 
analytical range of those instruments?  
Will changes have to be made to the 
methods or instruments? The choice 
of standards can also be difficult to 
navigate because there are often many 
choices between reference materials, 
CRMs, standards, and QC samples. 

Often, the highest level of commercially 
produced reference materials are certified 
standards or CRMs produced by primary 
or secondary standards providers under 
a QMS such as ISO. These suppliers pro-
duce CRMs that have one or more certified 
values with uncertainty established using 
validated methods and are accompanied 
by a certificate of analysis. The uncertainty 
characterizes the range of the dispersion 
of values that occur through the deter-
minate variation of all the components 
that are part of the process for creating  
the standard. 

CRMs have a number of uses, includ-
ing validation of methods, standardiza-
tion or calibration of instrument or mate-
rials, and for use in QA/QC procedures.  
A calibration procedure establishes the 
relationship between a concentration of 
an analyte and the instrumental or proce-
dural response to that analyte. 

A calibration curve is the plotting of 
multiple points within a dynamic range to 
establish the elemental response within 
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value
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FIGURE 2: Graphical representation of uncertainty and error.
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FIGURE 3: The role of standards and fit for purpose.
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a system during the collection of data 
points. The matrix effect can be respon-
sible for either elemental suppression or 
enhancement. In analyses where a matrix 
can influence the response of target, it is 
common to match the matrix of analytical 
standards or reference materials to the 
matrix of the target sample to compen-
sate for matrix effects. 

Calibration Curves and PT
Calibration curves are the practical ap-
plication or function of standards in analy-
ses. Standards are diluted to points on 
the curve that reflect the range of target 
concentrations and are often affected by 
the limitations of the instrumentation. Data 
can become biased by calibration points 
biased by instrument limits of detection, 
quantitation, and linearity and by the re-
sponse of the system versus its baseline 
(signal-to-noise). 

The limit of detection (LOD) is the 
lower limit of a method or system at 
which the target can be detected as 
different from a blank with a high confi-
dence level (usually over three standard 
deviations from the blank response). 
The limit of quantitation (LOQ) is an-
other lower limit of a method or system 
in which the target can be calculated, 
where two distinct values between the 
target and blank can be observed, usu-

ally over 10 standard deviations from the 
blank response (Figure 1). The signal-to-
noise ratio (S/N) is a measurement of the 
ratio between response of an analyte to 
the baseline variation (noise) of the sys-
tem. LOD values are often recognized as 
target responses that have three times 
the response of baseline noise or S/N 
≥ 3. LOQs are recognized as target re-
sponses that have 10 times the response 
of baseline noise or S/N ≥ 10. Limits of 
linearity (LOL) are the upper limits of a 
system or calibration curve where the 
linearity of the calibration curve starts to 
be skewed,  creating a loss of linearity. 
This loss of linearity can be a sign that 
the instrumental detection source is ap-
proaching saturation. Finally, dynamic 
range is the array of values between the 
LOQ and the LOL where the greatest 
potential for accurate measurements will 
occur. Dynamic range can be established 
for instruments and analytical method-
ologies. Effective calibrations are cre-
ated within the system‘s and method’s 
dynamic range.

The establishment of an instrument’s 
dynamic range is most often designated 
by the type of instrumentation. The dy-
namic range for a method is most com-
monly established during the method 
validation or verification process (Table I 
and Figure 4).

Best Practices For PT and QMS
• Changes to methods or policies 

should all be completed and vali-
dated prior to any PT. 

• Updated copies of those policies 
and procedures should be reviewed 
with all staff members participating in  
the PT. 

• Train staff for proper handling of PT 
samples, results, and reports.

• Make sure all maintenance and re-
pairs of systems are completed well 
in advance of a PT round.

• Calibration and linearity checks 
should be performed by analysts on 
equipment and instruments prior to 
starting PT.

• Replace all consumable chemicals 
with fresh materials.

• Complete any statistical evaluations 
of precision and accuracy needed 
for the intended method or systems 
before PT.

• Check calibration and cleanliness of 
equipment, volumetrics, and labware.

Derailing PT with 
Contamination and Error
The fastest way to significantly deviate from 
a result’s true value is by error and contami-
nation. As we discussed earlier, there are 
some forms of error (random error) that are 
difficult to eliminate entirely. Then, there is 
systematic error, in which some mistakes 
or deviations in systems or procedures can 
be corrected. First, let us look at common 
sources of error in the laboratory: calcula-
tion, measurement and dilution mistakes, 
errors, and contamination. 

Calibration curves are a key element 
of analytical procedures. These curves 
are created by diluting standards into 
several target points along the dynamic 
range to cover the possible target results. 
Proper dilution of standards and samples 
is based on the understanding of basic 
dilution and volumetric procedures and 
dilution factors. Volumetric measurement 
is a common repeated daily activity in most 
analytical laboratories. Many processes in 
the laboratory, from sample preparation 
to standards calculation, depend on ac-
curate and contamination-free volumetric 
measurements. Unfortunately, laboratory 

TABLE I: Analytical target ranges and instrumentation examples

Unit Analytical Target Instruments

% Macroelements, nutrients AA, IC

PPM Micronutrients, pharmaceuticals AA, ICP

PPB Contaminants, heavy metals ICP-MS

LOQ

Dynamic Range

LOD

LOL

Slope =
Sensitivity

Blank or Noise

Concentration

Si
g

na
l

FIGURE 4: Calibration curve limits and range.
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volumetric labware, syringes, and pipettes 
are common sources of misuse, contamina-
tion, carryover, and error in the laboratory. 

The root of these errors is based on the 
four “I” errors of volumetrics: incorrect 
choice, inadequate cleaning, infrequent 
calibration, and improper use. These four 
“I”s can lead to error and contamination, 
which negates all intent of careful measure-
ment processes. 

Incorrect choice can be seen in the 
choice of grades of labware or the se-
lection of pipettes and syringes for ana-
lytical measurements. Many errors can be 
avoided by understanding the markings 
displayed on the volumetric containers and 
choosing the proper tool for the job. There 
is a lot of information displayed on volu-
metric labware. Most labware, especially 
glassware, is designated as either Class A 
(analytical or quantitative) or Class B (gen-
eral use) labware. If a critical measurement 
process is needed, then only Class A glass-
ware should be used for measurement. 

As for syringes and pipettes, many 
manufacturers recommend a minimum 
dispensing volume of approximately 
10% of the total volume of the syringe or 
pipette. Spex studies showed that dis-
pensing such a small percentage of the 
syringe’s total volume created a large 
amount of error (5). Dispensing 20% of a 
10 µL syringe created over 20% error. The 
error only dropped down below 5% once 
the volume dispensed approached 100%. 

Larger syringes were able to get closer 
to the 10% manufacturer’s dispensing mini-
mum without a large amount of error, but 
the error did drop as the dispensed vol-
ume approached 100%. The better choice 
for measuring materials using a syringe or 
pipette is to select a pipette closest to 
the targeted amount to be dispensed to  
reduce error.

Inadequate cleaning of syringes and 
pipettes can lead to crossover and con-
tamination, which can skew your results. 
Many volumetric containers can be sub-
ject to memory effects and carryover. In 
critical laboratory experiments, labware 
sometimes needs to be separated by pur-
pose and use. Labware subject to elevated 
levels of organic compounds or persistent 
inorganic compounds can develop chemi-

cal interactions and memory effects. It is 
sometimes difficult to eliminate carryover 
from labware and syringes even when 
using a manufacturer’s stated instructions. 
For example, many syringes are cleaned 
by several repeated solvent rinses prior to 
use. A study of syringe carryover by Spex 
showed that some syringes are subject to 
elevated levels of chemical carryover de-
spite repeated rinses (5).

Infrequent calibration happens when a 
laboratory does not follow a quality plan 
or is lacking in its routine maintenance. 
Many laboratories have schedules of main-
tenance for equipment such as balances 
and automatic pipettes, but often overlook 
calibration of reusable burettes, pipettes, 
syringes, and labware. Under most normal 
use, labware often does not need frequent 
calibration, but there are some instances 
where a schedule of recalibration should 
be employed. Any glassware or labware in 
continuous use for years should be checked 
for calibration. Glass manufacturers suggest 
that any glassware used or cleaned at high 
temperatures, used for corrosive chemicals, 
or autoclaved, should be recalibrated more 
frequently. It is also suggested that under 
normal conditions, soda-lime glass should 
be checked or recalibrated every five years, 
and borosilicate glass should be checked 
after it has been in use for 10 years. 

Inorganic analysts know that glassware 
is a source of contamination. Even clean 
glassware can contaminate samples with 
elements such as boron, silicon, and so-
dium. If glassware, such as pipettes and 
beakers, are reused, the potential for con-
tamination escalates. At Spex, a study was 
conducted to measure the residual con-
tamination of pipettes after being manually 
and automatically cleaned using a pipette 
washer (5). An aliquot of 5% nitric acid was 
drawn through a 5 mL pipette after the 
pipette was manually cleaned accord-
ing to standard procedures. The aliquots 
were analyzed by ICP-mass spectrometry 
(MS). The results showed significant re-
sidual contamination still persisted in the 
pipettes despite a thorough manual clean-
ing procedure but was reduced when an 
automated washer was employed.

Finally, improper use can apply to the ac-
tual way in which the labware is to be used. 

If a volumetric is designed to contain liquid, 
it will be marked by either the letters TC or 
IN. Labware that is designated to deliver liq-
uid would be marked by either the letters 
TD or EX. Sometimes, there are additional 
designations, such as wait time or delivery 
time, inscribed on the labware. The deliv-
ery time refers to a period of time required 
for the meniscus to flow from the upper 
volume mark to the lower volume mark.  
The wait time refers to the time needed for 
the meniscus to come to rest after the re-
sidual liquid has finished flowing down from 
the wall of the pipette or vessel. An analyst 
should wait for the liquid to stabilize before 
attempting to dispense for other dilutions.

The first dilution many laboratories 
make is a stock solution or starting solu-
tion. This type of working standard is made 
to create a higher concentration stock from 
raw materials or concentrated material 
from which other standards will be made. 

For this calculation, one needs the con-
centration of the target stock, the final 
weight or volume of the total stock and the 
purity of the raw material (or concentration 
of the concentrate being used). 

X (mass or volume units of Target)/Final 
mass/volume *  

Purity (Concentration) of material * 106

 [1]

Another type of dilution is a simple dilu-
tion using a dilution factor as seen in the  
below equations:

Dilution = Volume or mass of sample / 
Total volume or  

mass of (sample + diluent)

Dilution Factor = Total V of (sample + 
diluent)/V of sample

(or we can simply say the  
reciprocal of dilution)

[2]

To make calibration curves, most people 
employ a mixture of simple dilutions sepa-
rate from each other or use a serial dilution 
which is a series of dilutions, where each di-
lution is cumulative. Although this type 
of dilution is typical in some situations, 
if an error occurs during early dilutions, 
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then subsequent dilutions can also be in error; therefore, bias 
could be created in the calibration curve. In preparing for a 
PT scheme, it is best to create a checklist of all the steps,  
equipment, supplies, and materials that could be needed for 
the testing. It is important to check equipment calibration and 
cleanliness before starting the PT (6,7).

Best Practices for Planning for Proficiency Testing
• Use only calibrated volumetrics to create dilutions and 

allow sufficient time for equilibration of the volumetrics 
as noted by the equipment.

• Check the quality of all volumetric labware and chemical 
materials to reduce contamination.

• Plan ahead for ordering standards, chemicals, and con-
sumable supplies needed for the study.

• Check and recheck all calculations for calibration curves 
and dilutions.

• Check the study dates and plan ahead for sufficient time 
to complete the PT study.

• Make sure to order PT schemes well ahead of study start 
date to ensure enough time.

Final Thoughts
The function and reputation of a laboratory is based on pro-
ducing accurate results that are above reproach and often can 
be legally defensible. A QMS dictates within its policies a set 
of checks and balances to provide validation that the results 
are valid. A part of this checks and balance system is the use 
of PT to document the ability of the laboratory and its employ-
ees to produce quality results. In some laboratories, such as in 
the case of a trace inorganic laboratory, routine issues, such as 
contamination and error, can severely alter results and cause 
bias. These biases can lead to erroneous results or PT failures.  
By recognizing all the possible sources of error and contamina-
tion in the inorganic laboratory environment, one can actively try 
to eliminate contamination and error, thereby producing more 
accurate results. Part 2 of this article, which will be published in 
the July “Atomic Perspectives” column, will examine the plan-
ning, running, and reporting of a PT scheme and the possible 
impact of error and contamination.
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IR SPECTRAL INTERPRETATION WORKSHOP

The Infrared Spectra of Polymers, VI: 
Polymers With C-O Bonds 

This column series has been organized 
into sections based on the infrared (IR) 
spectroscopy of specific chemical bonds.  
We have discussed functional groups 
containing C-H, C-O, and C=O bonds. 
Here, in the sixth installment of our 
survey of the IR spectra of polymers, 
we discuss polymers that contain C-O 
bonds. The spectra we will examine in-
clude polyvinyl alcohol, cellulose, starch,  
and copolymers that contain C-O bonds 
such as polyethetherketone, polyure-
thanes, and polyimides. The unifying 
theme of all these spectra is that they all 
contain one or more large C-O stretching 
peaks between 1300–1000 cm-1.

Brian C. Smith 

We covered the spectros-
copy of the C-O bond in ear-
lier columns (1–4). In those  

installments, the functional groups 
we studied were alcohols and ethers.  
Recall that the overriding spectral fea-
ture of C-O bonds are one or more large 
C-O stretching peaks between 1300–
1000 cm-1 (1) (going forward, assume 
all peak positions are in cm-1 units un-
less otherwise noted). Usually, the C-O 
stretch is the most intense peak in this 
wavenumber region.

Recall that alcohols hydrogen bond 
strongly to each other similar to water 
(1,2). An example of alcohols hydrogen 
bonding is seen in Figure 1.

The effect of hydrogen bonding on 
the spectra of alcohols is that any peaks 
from O-H stretching and bending mo-
tions are unusually broadened, which is 
illustrated in the spectrum of ethanol 
seen in Figure 2.

Note in the figure that the O-H 
stretching peak labeled A at 3492 is ap-
proximately 1000 cm-1 wide at its base, 
and the O-H wagging peak labeled E at 
667 is approximately 500 cm-1 wide at 
its base. These peaks are significantly 
broader than the peaks from other func-
tional groups seen in this spectrum.  
In general, the O-H stretching peaks of 
alcohols fall at 3350±50, whereas the 
O-H wag is normally seen at 650±50. 
The C-O stretching feature of alcohols 

falls from 1260 to 1000, with the range 
being determined as to whether the al-
cohol is primary, secondary, tertiary, or a 
phenol. The C-O stretching peak of ethyl 
alcohol, a primary alcohol, is labeled C 
at 1050, which is in the range expected. 
A summary of the group wavenumbers 
for alcohols is seen in Table I.

In addition to alcohols, another func-
tional group containing C-O bonds 
found in polymers is ethers. The chemi-
cal structure of ethers is characterized 
by two C-O bonds, which is why two 
ether carbons can be seen in Figure 3.

If both ether carbons are saturated, 
the ether is said to be saturated. If both 
ether carbons are aromatic, the ether 
is aromatic. And finally, if one ether 
carbon is saturated and the other is 
aromatic, we have a mixed ether. Note 
that ethers do not contain O-H bonds.  
Therefore, they do not hydrogen bond, 
do not contain broadened peaks, and 
do not have O-H stretching and bending 
vibrations like alcohols. In fact, the only 
useful group wavenumber that ethers 
have is a C-O stretch, which is typically 
one or two peaks that fall from 1300  
to 1070. A summary of the group wave-
numbers for ethers is seen in Table II.

Note in Table II that saturated ethers 
have one C-O stretching peak from 
1140–1070, aromatic ethers have one 
peak from 1300–1200, and mixed ethers 
have two C-O stretching peaks—one 
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at 1050–1010 and the other at 1300–1200.  
The reason mixed ethers have two C-O 
stretching peaks is that the two ether car-
bons are bonded to different types of 
carbon so are chemically different, have 

different C-O stretching force constants, 
and hence have different peak positions 
(5). For mixed ethers then, the aromatic 
C-O stretching vibration gives the peak 
from 1300 to 1200, whereas the saturated 

ether C-O stretching peak falls from 1050 
to 1010. Note that for both mixed and aro-
matic ethers, the aromatic C-O stretch has 
the same range of 1300–1200. As a gen-
eral rule, if an ether exhibits a C-O stretch-
ing peak from 1300 to 1200, then at least 
one of the ether carbons is aromatic.

The Infrared (IR) Spectra of  
O-H Containing Polymers 
Polyvinyl Alcohol
The way in which polyvinyl alcohol is syn-
thesized is unusual in that rather than being 
made from an O-H containing monomer, 
one of the reactants is a polymer. This reac-
tion is shown in Figure 4.

The reactant is polyvinyl acetate, which 
contains a pendant acetate moiety, which 
is an ester. Polyvinyl acetate is hydrolyzed 
with aqueous acid to give polyvinyl alco-
hol while splitting off a molecule of acetic 
acid. The IR spectrum of polyvinyl alcohol 
is seen in Figure 5.

We have the classic broad, intense O-H 
stretch at 3353, and the C-O stretch of a sec-
ondary alcohol at 1094. This particular spec-
trum cuts off at approximately 700, so the 
expected O-H wag at ~650 is not visible.  
Another thing to notice in Figure 5 is the 
presence of peaks from unreacted acetate, 
giving us the classic ester “Rule of 3” peaks 
(6) at 1736, 1251, and 1094. Note how the 
peak at 1094 is broadened. My interpreta-
tion of this peak is that it is an overlap of the 
alcohol and ester C-O stretching peaks. 
Despite the ester peaks, polyvinyl alcohol 
is easily identifiable because it contains an 
alcohol group, courtesy of the broadened 
peaks at 3353 and 1094.

The IR Spectra of Polymers 
Containing Ether Linkages
Polyacetal 
The polyacetal molecule is made by polym-
erizing formaldehyde, which has the formula 
H2-C=O. The C=O bond in formaldehyde 
is opened up, forming polyacetal, whose 
structure and spectrum are seen in Figure 6. 
Note the C-O stretching peak of polyacetal 
at 1090, as expected for a saturated ether.

Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) 
The fact that the name of this polymer con-
tains the word ether twice just might make 

R

R

H
HO O
δ+ δ+

δ–δ–

FIGURE 1: An example of two alcohol molecules hydrogen bonding to each other.

TABLE I: The group wavenumbers of alcohols

Subst. Pattern C-O Stretch O-H Stretch O-H Bends

All - 3350±50 1350±50
650±50

Primary 1075–1000 “ “

Secondary 1150–1075 “ “

Tertiary 1210–1100 “ “

Phenols 1260–1200 “ “
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FIGURE 2: The mid-infrared (mid-IR) spectrum of ethanol (ethyl alcohol). Note that 
peaks A and E are broadened compared to the rest of the peaks in the spectrum.

TABLE II: The group wavenumbers for ethers

Ether Type Asymmetric C-O-C

Saturated 1140–1070 (1 band)

Mixed 1300–1200 and 1050–1010

Aromatic 1300–1200
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you think that it contains ether linkages, 
which it does. This material is, in fact,  
a copolymer made from monomers that 
form ketone and ether linkages upon the 
polymer’s formation. We will talk about 
polymers containing ketones in a future 
column. The structure and spectrum of 
PEEK are shown in Figure 7.

This structure contains aromatic ether 
linkages only, and the aromatic C-O 
stretching peak falls at 1227 as expected.

Foam Rubber
Foam rubber, the bouncy stuff that we 
often sit and jump on, contains a ure-
thane linkage whose structure is seen in 
Figure 8 (we will cover polyurethanes in 
a future column). However, the urethane 
is often co-polymerized with a mono-
mer that gives a saturated ether linkage. 
We know this because the spectrum of 
a foam rubber sample seen in Figure 
8 has a C-O stretching peak at 1050,  
consistent with the presence of a satu-
rated ether linkage.

Kapton 
Kapton is the trade name for an engi-
neering polymer that contains the imide 
functional group, which we will cover in 
a future column. However, note from the 
structure of Kapton in Figure 9 that it 
contains aromatic ether linkages as well. 

Note that the spectrum of Kapton 
contains a peak at 1241 assigned as the 
aromatic C-O stretching peak of its aro-
matic ether linkages. This peak is in the 
middle of the range where it should fall, 
which is from 1300 to 1200 cm-1.

Polymers that Contain Both 
Alcohol and Ether Groups
Carbohydrates and Polysaccharides
Carbohydrates are biological molecules 
that contain both alcohol and ether link-
ages, which means their C-O stretching re-
gions are complex. The building blocks of 
carbohydrates are sugar units or monosac-
charides. When we build a polymer out of 
these sugar units, we get a polysaccharide. 
We covered the spectra of carbohydrates 
in a previous column (4).

A common polysaccharide is cellulose, 
which makes up the cell walls of plants 
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FIGURE 4: The reaction via which polyvinyl alcohol is made from polyvinyl acetate.
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and is otherwise known as wood, paper, 
or cotton. Cellulose is a high polymer 
of the monosaccharide glucose—the 
product of photosynthesis. The structure 
and IR spectrum of cellulose are seen in  
Figure 10.

The glucose units in cellulose are 
stitched together by saturated ether link-
ages. There is so much hydrogen bond-
ing in cellulose that the complex -O-H 
stretching peak is a broad blob. The C-H 
stretches are similarly blobby, and the 
C-O stretching region is best character-
ized as an envelope with any number of 
shoulder peaks on top of it.

Another important and well-known 
polysaccharide is starch. Starch is also 
a high polymer of glucose, but the 
saturated ether linkages that connect 
the glucose molecules in starch have a 
different orientation than in cellulose, 
which can be seen by comparing the 
structure of cellulose in Figure 10 to the 
structure of starch in Figure 11. Figure 
11 also shows the IR spectrum of starch.

One of the maxims about IR spec-
troscopy is that if two molecules have 
different chemical structures, they will 
have different IR spectra (5). Cellulose 
and starch are similar but not identi-
cal molecules; therefore, they have 
similar but not identical IR spectra. 
For example, note that the O-H 
stretching envelopes of cellulose 
and starch top out at 3350 and 3258, 
respectively, and that their com-
plex C-O stretching envelopes peak 
out at 1027 and 998, respectively.  
Additionally, the shoulders on the 
C-O stretching envelope in both 
spectra are at distinc t positions, 
which means that one can readily 
distinguish between cellulose and 
starch via IR spectroscopy.

Conclusions
This article was devoted to polymers 
containing C-O bonds that are not 
epoxies. We reviewed the spectros-
copy and group wavenumbers of alco-
hols and ethers, two significant func-
tional groups that contain C-O bonds.  
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The Enhancement Effects of  
Forsythoside E on Serum Albumin  
Fluorescence Under Simulated  
Physiological Conditions

This study examines the fluorescence 
enhancement effects of forsythoside E,  
one of metabolites of Forsythia sus-
pensa, on human serum albumin (HSA) 
and bovine serum albumin (BSA) under 
simulated physiological conditions.  
The increase in protein fluorescence in-
duced by forsythoside E is approximately 
the same in slightly acidic and neutral so-
lutions, whereas the protein fluorescence 
intensities barely change in the alkaline 
solution after adding forsythoside E.  
The fluorescence increase of proteins 
caused by forsythoside E is significantly 
greater in ethanol than in the other two 
solvents. The enhancement effects of 
forsythoside E on protein fluorescence 
were weakened when Cu2+ and Fe3+ were 
pre-added to the solution. Forsythoside 
E had little effect on the fluorescence of 
glycosylated BSA (gBSA) but increased 
the fluorescence of glycosylated HSA 
(gHSA) in a concentration-dependent 
manner because BSA was significantly 
more glycosylated than HSA. These find-
ings can help us to understand thed de-
livery efficiency, absorption, toxicity, and 
metabolism of forsythoside E in vivo.

Li Dang, Xuemei Li, Sifan Guo, and Huizhi Du  

Serum proteins, the most abun-
dant carrier proteins in plasma,  
are synthesized in the liver and can 

play a major role in delivering many endog-
enous and exogenous ligands by binding 
with them (1,2). 

Human serum albumin (HSA) consists of 
585 amino acids, has  a molecular weight 
of 66 kDa, and contains only one trypto-
phan (Trp) residue (in this case, Trp 213). 
HSA, a monomeric globulin, has a heart-
shaped stable structure of 17 pairs of disul-
fide bonds and one free cysteine residue. 
There are three domains (I, II, III) in HSA that 
encompass amino acid residues at posi-
tions 1–195, 196–383, and 384–585, respec-
tively. Each domain includes two subunits 
(named A and B) that are connected by a 
long extended loop. The tertiary structure 
of HSA is composed of an α-helix and a 
loop, forming pockets of binding sites 
at domains I–II and II–III to allow various 
endogenous and exogenous substances 
to bind strongly (3–6). The calculated net 
charges for HSA at a pH of 7 are −9, −8, and 
+2 in domains I, II, and III, respectively (7). 

As a homologous protein with HSA, 
bovine serum albumin (BSA) has a 76% se-
quence resemblance with HSA and is widely 
used to study protein–drug interactions be-

cause of its well-known protein structure. 
BSA consists of 583 amino acid residues, 
including 20 tyrosine (Tyr) residues and two 
Trp residues (Trp 134 and Trp 213) that are 
responsible for the intrinsic fluorescence of 
BSA. Three specific homologous domains 
(I–III) form its main structure, known as 
1–195, 196–383, and 384–583 amino acid 
residues, each of which is further divided 
into A and B subdomains. The BSA bind-
ing sites for ligands may be located in hy-
drophobic cavities in subdomains IIA and 
IIIA, known as Sudlow’s sites I and II, respec-
tively. Trp 134 is situated on the surface of 
the protein, and Trp 213 is located within a 
hydrophobic binding pocket of the protein 
(8–11). The structures of HSA (6) and BSA (2) 
are shown in Figure S1 (Figures S1–S8 and 
Tables SI and SII can be accessed through 
the QR code found at the end of this article).

The binding ability of serum proteins 
to drugs directly affects the delivery effi-
ciency, distribution, absorption, excretion, 
stability, toxicity, and metabolism of drugs 
(1). Studying their mechanisms of action 
and interactions is important in under-
standing the pharmacokinetics of drugs. 
However, the presence of coexisting en-
dogenous or exogenous substances and 
complicated internal environments often 
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affect the ability of drugs to bind to proteins, 
which affects the free concentration and ef-
ficacy of drugs. Metal ions bind directly to 
serum proteins to weaken or enhance the 
binding of drugs to proteins. Cu2+ or Fe3+ 
have been shown to reduce the quench-
ing efficacy of rutin on BSA, increase the 
binding constant, and change the binding 
distance between rutin and BSA that re-
sulted from the formation of metal ion-BSA 
complex in regard to a combination of static 
quenching and nonradiative energy transfer 
(12). Thus, the increasing binding constant of 
rutin-BSA in the presence of the above ions 
prolonged the storage period of rutin in 
blood plasma and weakened its maximum 
effects (13). Glycation is a spontaneous non-
enzymatic aminocarbonyl reaction between 
reducing sugars and long-lived proteins. 
Glycation is a major chemical modification 
in biomolecules and impairs the structural 
and functional characteristics of native 
serum proteins (14,15). Thus, the transporta-
tion, distribution, and function of drugs are 
affected strongly by the glycation of serum 

proteins (16). Differences in the pH environ-
ment have proven to have a great influ-
ence on the interaction between BSA and  
the compound (17).

Forsythoside E (18) is one of two metab-
olites of F. suspensa that has been used 
as a traditional Chinese medicine to treat 
inflammation, based on its antioxidant, 
antibacterial, and antiviral activities (19). 
The structure of forsythoside E is shown 
in Figure S2. The interactions of forsytho-
side E and the two isoforms (forsythoside 
A and forsythoside I) from F. suspensa with 
BSA have been investigated in our group 
(20). Forsythoside E displayed results com-
pletely different from those of the other 
two isoforms; forsythoside E enhanced 
BSA fluorescence but the two isoformers 
quenched it. These novel results led us to 
further study the interactions of forsytho-
side E with serum albumin. Drugs intended 
for human use are first studied in simulated 
human body physiological conditions. 
Because proteins are denatured under 
specific conditions, they lose their original 

solubility and their physiological function is 
weakened. Proteins may behave differently 
in the body than they do outside the body, 
and the effect of drugs may be different. 
This study investigated and compared the 
interactions between forsythoside E, BSA, 
and HSA under minimal physiological con-
ditions using spectroscopic methods.

Material and Methods 
Chemicals and Solution Preparation
Forsythoside E (with a purity of 98.6%) was 
purchased from Must Bio-Technology and 
was dissolved in purified water to prepare 
the stock solution. The final concentration 
of forsythoside E in the spectroscopic mea-
surements was kept at 30 µM unless oth-
erwise specified. BSA, HSA, CuCl2, FeCl3, 
and glucose were purchased from Solar-
bio and were made into a stock solution 
in purified water. The final concentrations 
of serum proteins in the spectroscopic 
measurements were kept at 1 µM unless 
otherwise specified. All other chemicals 
are analytical grade. All experiments were 
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conducted in a Tris buffer with a pH of 7.4 
except where designated.

Fluorescence Measurements
The fluorescence experiments were per-
formed on a fluorescence spectrophotome-
ter (Fluromax-4, Horiba Scientific). The tem-
perature of the solution in the fluorescence 
cup was controlled at 27 ± 0.5 °C by a tem-
perature holder, except where designated. 
The fluorescence between 290 and 500 nm 
was recorded at an excitation wavelength of 
280 nm, with the fixed excitation and emis-
sion slit width of 10 nm each. Every time 
forsythoside E was added into the protein 
solution, the corresponding spectra were 
recorded 5 min later (the same protocol was 
carried out for all titration experiments).

To study the effects of Cu2+ and Fe3+ 
on the enhanced fluorescence of serum, 
proteins induced by forsythoside E, Cu2+, 
and Fe3+ were pre-added into the protein 
solution. After incubation, forsythoside 
E was gradually added to the mixture. 

Synchronous Fluorescence 
Measurements
The synchronous fluorescence was re-
corded on the fluorescence spectro-
photometer with the initial excitation 
wavelength of 220 nm and scanned up to  
500 nm. The excitation and emission slit 
widths were fixed at 10 nm.

UV-vis Absorption Studies
UV-vis absorption spectra were recorded 
on a UV-vis spectrophotometer. The spec-
tra were scanned between 200–350 nm.  
All the absorbance spectra were corrected 
by the blank.

Glycation of Serum Proteins
Glycosylated BSA (gBSA) and glycosylated 
HSA (gHSA) were prepared following a 
published method (14) with some changes. 
Serum proteins (the final concentration 
of 1 µM) were incubated with glucose  
(the final concentration of 1.1 mM) in a Tris 
buffer solution that had a pH of 7.4 and was 
kept at 37 °C for 10 days, with or without 
forsythoside E. After being dialyzed with 
the Tris buffer to remove the unbound 
glucose, the mixture was then used for  
spectrum measurement.
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FIGURE 1: The intrinsic fluorescence of (a) BSA and (b) HSA in different envi-
ronments. The pH range was 6.5, 7.0, 7.4, 8.0 8.5 and 9.0. (c) Cu2+ at 0.5, 5, 10, 
and 30 µM and (d) Fe3+ at 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 µM decreased the intrinsic fluores-
cence of the proteins in a concentration dependent way; n = 3.
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Circular Dichroism Measurements
Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were mea-
sured with a spectropolarimeter, which is 
equipped with a Quantum Northwest  
temperature controller.

Data Analysis
All data were expressed as means ± stan-
dard deviation. Each experiment was per-
formed three times.

Results and Discussion
The Intrinsic Fluorescence of BSA  
and HSA in Different Environments
With the excitation wavelength of 280 nm, 
BSA and HSA have maximum emission 
peaks at approximately 348 nm, which is 
the characteristic emission wavelength 
of the Trp residue (21). Here, the intrinsic 
fluorescence of BSA and HSA in differ-
ent environments was studied, and the 
fluorescence spectra are shown in Figure 
1. The pH values vary greatly in the differ-
ent organs and tissues in living systems, 
so the intrinsic fluorescence of BSA and 

HSA under different pH environments were 
investigated. The final concentrations of 
serum proteins were kept at 1 µM. Figure 1a 
shows that the fluorescence intensity of BSA 
changed little in a slightly acidic or neutral 
solution (pH 6.5, 7.0, and 7.4). Fluorescence 
intensities of BSA in an alkaline solution  
(pH 8.0, 8.5, and 9.0) were much lower than 
those in a slightly acidic and neutral solution 
and decreased gradually with the increase 
in alkalinity. HSA (Figure 1b) produced simi-
lar results. The position of the fluorescence 
emission peaks barely moved. Under the 
strongly basic conditions, proteins may de-
nature and hydrolyze to amino acids.

There are many metal ions in living sys-
tems that affect the structure and prop-
erties of proteins. Cu2+ and Fe3+ are the 
most common metal ions that are found in 
many organs and tissues. Cu2+, one of the 
unique and effective catalysts in biological 
systems, is the active component in more 
than 30 enzymes and plays an important 
role in metabolism of living systems (22). 
The effects of Cu2+ and Fe3+ on the intrinsic 

fluorescence of BSA and HSA were studied 
by adding metal ions into protein solution.  
As seen in Figure S3, Cu2+ (0.5–30 µM) and 
Fe3+ (0.5–10 µM) reduced the fluorescence 
intensities of BSA and HSA in a dose-de-
pendent manner, and the reduction rate of 
BSA was higher than that of HSA (Figures 
1c and 1d), which was consistent with the 
reported results (23). It suggested that the 
two metal ions may interact with BSA and 
HSA and the combination with the former 
was stronger than with the latter. Further-
more, the fluorescence of BSA may also be 
quenched by different concentrations of 
zinc (24), magnesium, or calcium ions (25).

Fluorescence Enhancement of BSA  
and HSA Induced by Forsythoside E
The change of intrinsic fluorescence of 
proteins induced by compounds is a sig-
nal to explore the interactions between 
compounds and proteins. The fluores-
cence of BSA and HSA was recorded after 
adding forsythoside E to serum protein 
solution. The final concentrations of serum 
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proteins were kept at 1 µM in a Tris buffer 
with a pH of 7.4, and the final concentra-
tions of forsythoside E were 5, 10, 15 . . . 40, 
90, and 140 µM, respectively. The results 

were shown in Figures 2a and 2b. As the 
concentration of forsythoside E increased,  
the fluorescence intensities of BSA and 
HSA gradually increased, indicating that 

the compound interacted with the serum 
proteins. At the same time, the emission 
peak was blue-shifted, which suggested 
that the combination of the compound 
with the protein caused the protein peptide 
chain to fold further, strengthening its hy-
drophobic structure. As a result, the polarity 
around Trp decreased and hydrophobicity  
increased (24). The fluorescence enhance-
ment rate of HSA induced by forsythoside E 
was much more than that of BSA (Figure 2c).
 
The Enhancement Effects of 
Forsythoside E on BSA and HSA 
Fluorescence Under Different Conditions
The exogenous or endogenous nature 
of substances and different physiological 
environments in living systems may af-
fect how drugs bind with serum albumin 
and are transported (12,13). The effects 
of forsythoside E on the intrinsic fluores-
cence of BSA and HSA were studied under 
the simulated physiological conditions.  
The data are listed in Table I.

It was found that the increases in BSA 
fluorescence induced by forsythoside E 
were almost the same in slightly acidic 
and neutral solution (pH 6.5, 7.0, and 7.4).  
The fluorescence intensities of BSA in alka-
line solution (pH 8.5 and 9.0) barely changed 
after adding forsythoside E to the solution. 
Similar results were found with HSA. How-
ever, the increases of HSA fluorescence that 
were induced by forsythoside E were much 
greater than the increases in BSA fluores-
cence under the same conditions. The fluo-
rescence spectra are shown in Figure S4.

The change of protein fluorescence 
caused by forsythoside E in the different 
solvents was studied (Figure S5). The BSA 
fluorescence intensities increased with the 
addition of forsythoside E at the final con-
centration of 30 µM. The increase in BSA 
fluorescence induced by forsythoside E in 
the three solvents was the greatest in etha-
nol. HSA had similar results.

Many metal ions in living systems affect 
the structures and properties of proteins. 
Cu2+ and Fe3+ are the most common metal 
ions in many organs and tissues. The ef-
fects of Cu2+ (Figure S6) and Fe3+ (Figure 
S7) on the fluorescence enhancement of 
BSA and HSA induced by forsythoside E 
were studied by adding metal ions to a 
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FIGURE 3: Effects of forsythoside E on glycation of BSA and HSA. (a) Fluorescence  
of BSA and HSA before and after glycosylation. (b) Effects of forsythoside E on 
glycosylated BSA (gBSA) and glycosylated HSA (gHSA). (c) The effect of for-
sythoside E on the secondary structures of proteins during glycosylation using 
CD spectra. (a1–c1): BSA. (a2–c2): HSA. Note FTE is forsythoside E.

TABLE I: The enhancement percent (%) of forsythoside E on the intrinsic 
fluorescence of BSA and HSA were studied under the simulated physiologi-
cal conditions.

BSA HSA

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

In different 
pH envi-
ronments

6.5 13.70 3.11 147.73 10.10

7.0 11.32 2.89 111.16 8.34

7.4 10.26 3.67 108.99 8.17

8.0 9.98 3.44 104.51 7.32

8.5 0.80 0.12 4.69 1.66

9.0 1.17 0.50 0.47 0.09

In the 
different 
solvents

Tris with 
pH 7.4 12.75 4.14 15.15 4.27

Ethanol 82.35 8.55 87.6 10.18

DMSO 10.38 2.31 35 8.26
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protein solution. The results showed that the enhancement ef-
fect of forsythoside E on protein fluorescence was weakened after 
Cu2+ was pre-added to the protein solution. The intrinsic fluores-
cence of BSA barely changed at Cu2+ of 30 µM. We speculated 
several possible reasons. Serum protein has a limited number of 
binding sites. When Cu2+ was pre-added to BSA solution, Cu2+ com-
bined with BSA and induced the conformational changes of BSA.  
Therefore, it was more difficult for forsythoside E to bind to BSA 
(12,13). The weakening effect of Cu2+ on BSA fluorescence was 
much stronger than HSA fluorescence. The enhancement effect 
of forsythoside E on HSA was little affected by exogenous Cu2+ of 
0.5–30 µM. With the increase of Fe3+ concentration, the enhance-
ment effect of HSA fluorescence induced by forsythoside E gradu-
ally diminished and eventually disappeared. The study is helpful 
in understanding the effects of metal ions on the transportation, 
absorption, and release of forsythoside E in vivo.

Reducing sugar is another factor that affects the structures of 
serum proteins in the animal. Nonenzymatic glycation impairs the 
structural and functional characteristics of native serum proteins 
(14–16). The fluorescence of two serum proteins was recorded 
after glycation with glucose for 10 d and the results are shown 
in Figure 3a, where gBSA and gHSA represent glycosylated BSA 
and HSA, respectively. Compared to the fluorescence of the 
fresh native serum albumin, the fluorescence of gBSA markedly 
decreased, while the fluorescence of gHSA only slightly increased,  
suggesting that BSA was much more glycosylated than HSA.  
The effects of forsythoside E on the fluorescence of gBSA and 
gHSA were studied by adding forsythoside E into the glycosylated 
protein solution. Figure 3b shows that forsythoside E had little ef-
fect on the fluorescence of gBSA but increased the fluorescence 
of gHSA in a concentration-dependent manner. 

Next, the effects of forsythoside E on the secondary structure of 
gBSA and gHSA were studied by far-UV CD. Serum proteins (the 
final concentration of 1 µM) were incubated with glucose (the final 
concentration of 1.1 mM) in Tris buffer with pH 7.4 at 37 °C for 10 d, 
along with forsythoside E at the different concentrations. Far-UV 
CD spectra results are shown in Figure 3c. The negative peaks at 
208 and 222 nm are two characteristic peaks of α-helix in serum 
proteins. Both peak values hardly varied for BSA and HSA with 
the forsythoside E at the different concentrations of 10 to 100 μM,  
which indicated no obvious change in the proportion of α-helix in 
the two serum proteins. The results suggest that forsythoside E in-
hibited the glycation of BSA and had no effect on the glycation of 
HSA (14–16,20). The percentage of α-helix, β-sheet, random coil, 
and other secondary structures of protein varied slightly (Table SI).

Fluorescence Enhancing Mechanism Studies
Synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy has been used to study 
changes in the microenvironment of amino acids in proteins.  
In that work, synchronous fluorescence was measured by adding 
forsythoside E to serum protein solution, with the concentra-
tions of proteins of 1 µM and the concentrations of the com-
pound of 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 µM. As seen in Figure 4,  
the fluorescence intensities are regularly increased with the in-

crease in the compound concentration, which further confirmed 
the fluorescence enhancement reported in the work. There was 
no significant shift in the maximum emission peak. The differ-
ence (λ) between excitation and emission wavelength at 15 nm 
and 60 nm represents Tyr residues and Trp residues in proteins, 
respectively (26). The fluorescence intensities of Tyr residues in-
crease more, indicating that Tyr residues were more affected 
than Trp residues when the compound bound to serum proteins.

The protein–compound interaction was studied by addi-
tion of the compound (final concentrations of 5, 10, and 15 μM)  
to protein solution using a UV-vis absorption method. With the 
increase in compound concentration, the intensity of the ab-
sorption peak of proteins gradually increased, suggesting that 
a complex was formed between a protein and a compound by 
weak interaction (Figure S8).

After knowing that the compound binds to BSA and HSA to 
form complexes, we calculated the values of the binding con-
stant (K) and the number of binding sites (n) from the modified 
Stern-Volmer plots, namely, lg[(F-F0)/F0] vs. lg[Q] according to 
reported methods (27,28). The plots were shown in Figure 5.  
The K values of forsythoside E with BSA and HSA were both  
1.45 × 104 1/M, with no significant differences, and the n values 
of forsythoside E with BSA and HSA were 1.09 and 0.95, respec-
tively. Similar K and n values were reported for various albumin–
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tion of forsythoside E with (a1–a3) BSA and (b1–b3) HSA.
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drug systems (29,30). These results sug-
gested that there was only one binding 
site in protein for the compound to com-
bine to. The values of K and n for inter-
actions between metal ions and proteins 
were much smaller than those between 
forsythoside E and proteins. However, the 
presence of metal ions still had significant 
effects on forsythoside E and protein  
interactions (31).

Four main types of weak and non-cova-
lent interactions, including van der Waals 
forces, hydrogen bonds, electrostatic 
gravitational forces, and hydrophobic 
forces, play important roles in protein–
compound interactions (32). The thermo-
dynamic parameters ΔG, ΔH, and ΔS are 
always calculated by the equations and are 
then used to determine the type of bind-
ing forces involved in the protein–com-
pound interaction process (21). In this work, 
the negative signs of all three parameters 
shown in Table SII reminded us that the 
interactions between forsythoside E and 
serum proteins occurred spontaneously 
and the main forces that formed forsytho-
side E–protein complexes were hydrogen 
bonds and van der Waals forces (33,34). 
The fluorescence spectra of the com-
pound and the absorption spectra of the 
protein at the same concentrations did not 
precisely overlap in the same x-axis (figures 
not shown), so the binding distance (r) be-
tween them were not obtained. We specu-
late that nonradiative energy transfer was 
not the main cause of protein fluorescence 
enhancement induced by forsythoside E.  
These are consistent with other reports 
from our research group (20).

Conclusion
The domains of two serum proteins (BSA 
and HSA) exhibit extensive structural ho-
mology. However, their binding modes 
are not exactly the same. The interaction 
between a ligand and a protein may be 
competitive or cooperative. In this work, 
forsythoside E increased the intrinsic 
fluorescence of proteins in the form of 
a protein–forsythoside E complex with a 
stoichiometric ratio of 1:1. The increases 
in protein fluorescence induced by for-
sythoside E were almost the same in 
slightly acidic and neutral solutions, 
whereas the protein fluorescence inten-
sities in alkaline solutions barely changed 
after adding forsythoside E. Among the 
three solvents, the increase of serum 
fluorescence caused by forsythoside 
E was the greatest in ethanol. The en-
hancement effect of forsythoside E on 
protein fluorescence was weakened 
when Cu2+ and Fe3+ were present in the 
protein solution. BSA was confirmed 
to be more glycosylated than HSA,  
so forsythoside E had little effect on the 
fluorescence of gBSA but increased the 
fluorescence of gHSA in a concentra-
tion-dependent manner. These findings 
will contribute to our understanding of 
the transportation, delivery efficiency,  
absorption, toxicity, and metabolic pro-
cess of forsythoside E in vivo.

Supplementary Materials
Figures S1–S8 and Tables 
SI and SII of this article can 
be accessed using the QR 
code to the left.
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We examined the spectrum of polyvi-
nyl alcohol, found that its O-H stretching 
and bending peaks are broadened be-
cause of hydrogen bonding, and that its 
C-O stretching peaks falls as expected.  
Then, we looked at the spectra of poly-
mers containing ether linkages, and ex-
amined the spectra of polyacetal, poly-
etheretherketone, urethane foam, and 
Kapton. Lastly, we examined the spectra 
of polysaccharides that contain both alco-
hol and ether groups and found that we 
can use IR spectroscopy to distinguish  
cellulose from starch.
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Applications of Raman Spectroscopy 
in Solvent Distillation and Exchange 
During Early-Phase Chemical Synthesis 

Applications of Raman spectroscopy 
in monitoring the concentration of sol-
vents in various distillation and solvent 
exchange steps in chemical synthesis 
are discussed. Two case studies from 
early-phase active pharmaceutical in-
gredient (API) process development, 
one each from the distillation and the 
solvent exchange operations, are pre-
sented. The results are compared to 
respective conventional techniques. 
Sampling, measuring, and building 
models using appropriate chemomet-
ric tools are described in detail. A list 
of 70 different pairs of commonly used 
solvents and reactants, where Raman 
spectroscopy models could be suc-
cessfully developed and employed, 
is provided with the corresponding 
range of quantitation. The advantages 
of Raman spectroscopy, such as rapid 
and nondestructive analysis, suitabil-
ity for process analytical technology 
(PAT)-based applications for real-time 
monitoring, and ease of automation, 
are highlighted over traditional ap-
proaches. Some practical challenges of 
the technique towards its implementa-
tion are also discussed.

Ravikumar Ramachandran, Mallikarjun Narayanam, Robert Wethman, 
Karthik Jayaraman, Amol G. Dikundwar, and Hemant Bhutani 

Raman spectroscopy can be 
an invaluable analytical tool for 
qualitative and quantitative ap-

plications and molecular fingerprint-
ing. The technique has been widely 
explored for various applications in 
recent years. Non-destructive analysis,  
quick data acquisition times, and spec-
tra rich with baseline resolvable fea-
tures are among the most encouraging 
aspects of this technique. With the de-
velopment of Raman probes with endur-
ing compatibility, PAT also finds applica-
tions for usage in hazardous reactions 
without offline sampling (1). With early 
applications focused on photonics (2) 
and petroleum products (3), Raman PAT 
tools were successfully extended to sev-
eral other fields such as synthetic chem-
istry (4,5), material science (6), medicine 
(7,8), and forensics (9).

The pharmaceutical industry has 
mostly relied on a conventional of-
fline mode of analysis because of a 
high level of regulatory and compli-
ance requirements. Raman spectros-
copy was largely limited to solid form 
identification testing using a Fourier 
transform Raman spectrometer (10).  
However, with an increasing demand 
for large-scale drug product manufac-
turing with improved turnaround time, 
the potential for real-time analysis with 

appropriate quality controls was grad-
ually explored. In 2004, the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) came up 
with industry-wide guidance for utilizing 
PAT tools in pharmaceutical manufac-
turing (11). This guidance opened the 
possibility of implementing atline and 
inline testing of samples and increased 
the scope of Raman spectroscopy-
based tools in regulated manufacturing 
plants (12). The wealth of data generated 
with Raman PAT tools provided detailed 
insights into the process, facilitating the 
usage of design of experiment (DoE) 
and quality by design (QbD) approaches 
with the help of chemometric tools (13). 
Figure 1 shows the number of publica-
tions in Raman spectroscopic analysis 
relevant to the pharmaceutical industry 
in the last two decades. A significant 
proportion of the reports highlight its 
use as a PAT tool, suggesting increased 
applications of this technique in modern  
pharmaceutical development.

The publications mentioned in Figure 
1 broadly cover almost all the critical unit 
processes or operations of small mol-
ecule API manufacturing and oral solid 
dosages (OSD) development, such as 
reaction monitoring (5,14), polymorphic 
transformations (15), crystallization (16), 
blend uniformity (17,18), and bioprocess-
ing (19,20). Although Raman-based PAT 

Spectroscopy papers have undergone a double-blind peer review process and are available on our open-access website.
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tools’ utility for tracking reaction inter-
mediates and products is well studied 
(21,22), its utility for solvent content de-
termination, a step common to almost 
every synthetic procedure, remains sig-
nificantly underexplored. 

Chromatographic techniques, like gas 
chromatography (GC) and liquid chro-
matography (LC), are commonly utilized 
to measure solvent concentrations and 
to further understand the reaction pro-
cess. PAT tools offer several advantages.  
They are versatile and can be employed 
as an atline, inline, or offline tool in a pro-
cess development laboratory. In addition, 
they provide a quick qualitative moni-
toring of reactants or solvents or both.  
They can also use chemometrics, which 
makes it an attractive option for per-
forming quantitative analysis (23), and 
the model from early development trials 
can be extended to scale-up commercial 
manufacturing with minimal bridging work. 

Although a few publications are ex-
ploring the use of near-infrared (NIR) 

spectroscopy (24–26) and mass spec-
trometry (27,28) for monitoring solvents 
during distillation, Raman-based PAT 

method development reports in this 
area are low. In general, NIR seems to 
work well for a variety of solvents. How-
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TABLE I (a): 2-methyl THF-Int-2 and MT-
BE-IPA standard spiked mixture samples

TABLE I (b): Comparison of 2-methyl THF content during distillation and 
MTBE content during the solvent exchange by Raman and GC analyses

Sample No. Case 
Study 1*

 Case 
Study 2** S. No.

Case Study 1+ Case Study 2++

GC Raman GC Raman

1 0.28 0 1 6.84 6.86 15.3 15.45

2 1.11 0.37 2 5.53 5.3 0.94 0.77

3 1.99 0.74 3 3.88 3.75 0.42 0.37

4 2.78 1.48 4 2.42 2.5 0.25 0.25

5 3.71 2.22 5 1.51 1.46 0 0.04

6 4.42 2.96 SEC 0.07 0.03

7 5.33 4.44 SEP 0.13 0.11

8 6.21 5.92

9 7.03 7.4

10 7.84 NA

11 8.78 NA

*Spiking of 2 methyl THF (GC area percent with respect to Int-2); **Spiking of MTBE level (%w/v with respect to IPA by manual mixing); 
+2-methyl THF content (area percent with respect to Int-2); ++MTBE content (w/v with respect to IPA); SEC: Standard error of calibration;  
(SEP) standard error of prediction  

ever, its applicability to a wider class of 
solvents is limited because of a lower 
degree of analyte specificity (29) and 
difficulty in building NIR quantitative 
models. On the other hand, mass spec-
trometric tools rely on the correspond-
ing vapor phase analysis. Therefore, 
they do not serve a complete purpose 
as a PAT tool for direct inline measure-
ments (30). In a recent article by Wasylyk 
and others (31), a Raman spectroscopy-
based PAT method was introduced as 
an equivalent alternative to the GC 
method for the quantitative estimation 

of solvents in a solvent swap (exchange) 
process on a commercial manufactur-
ing scale. Successful demonstration of 
an online measurement for a pharma-
ceutical compound using full-fledged 
Raman probes with equipped reactors 
assured the feasibility of such a setup 
under a highly regulated environment.

Along with specific advantages dis-
cussed earlier, applying Raman spec-
troscopic methods at the early stages 
of API manufacturing can help ensure 
a robust analytical development strat-
egy. Its exploration at the early stages 

of method development could facilitate 
the readiness of methods for large-scale 
manufacturing campaigns, accelerate 
the development timelines of pharma-
ceutical assets, and promote continuous 
manufacturing through the online moni-
toring of reactions. This article presents 
two case studies, one each for the distil-
lation and the solvent exchange opera-
tion steps, from the early phase API syn-
thesis projects at Bristol Myers Squibb. 
The method development and building 
of chemometric quantitative models are 
discussed in detail, verifying the results 
with a conventional GC technique.

Materials and Methods
Quantitative analysis using Raman 
spectroscopic techniques involves 
various steps, which are outlined in 
Figure 2, and the experimental de-
tails for each step are discussed in the  
following subsections.

Materials
All solvents used in the reaction and 
for model development were com-
mercially available, and the potency 
of solvents was considered 100%. GC 
grade acetonitrile and isopropyl alco-
hol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  
The materials and products mentioned 

Isolated analyte
and reaction mass

Analyte testing for
speci�city with

respect to sample
matrix

Preparation and
testing of

calibration set
samples

Model
maintenance

Model veri�cation
using primary

technique
(e.g. LC, GC)

Chemometrics
model building and

re�nements

FIGURE 2: Steps involved in quantitative analysis using Raman spectroscopy 
as a PAT tool.
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in schemes 1 and 2 (Figure 6) were syn-
thesized in-house, and their chemical 
structures have not been revealed for 
confidentiality reasons.

Instruments and Methods
Raman Spectroscopy
The Raman measurements were per-
formed with a Kaiser Raman RXN2, 
using an Invictus 785-nm NIR diode 
laser, with a spectral coverage of 150–
3425 cm-1 and operating with 400 mW 
of power. The system was equipped 
with a low noise charge-coupled de-
vice (CCD) detector (−40 ˚C) to avoid 
the dark noise and baseline offset.  
A laser was coupled to the Kaiser Mk 
II filtered fiber optic probe head, and 
it was placed in an analytical sample 
chamber or coupled to a wet head 
immersion probe using a fiber optic 
cable. A probe that was 0.5 inches in 
diameter and 18 inches in length (made 
of stainless steel with sapphire window) 
with a short fixed-focus was used for 
inline analysis. This probe complied 
with Atmosphères Explosibles (ATEX) 
standards. Instrument calibration was 
performed for the spectrograph wave-
length, the laser wavelength, and the 
laser intensity. Its performance was 
verified using cyclohexane for the peak 
location and intensity. While perform-
ing distillation or solvent exchange,  
the probe was immersed into the reac-
tion mass under constant agitation, or 
stirring, conditions. Before each analy-
sis, dark spectrum subtraction and a 
cosmic ray filter were applied. The atline 
analysis sample was placed in an ana-
lytical sample compartment—a closed 
system with an automatic interlock that 
prevents stray light. Glass (reaction ves-
sels) was covered with glass wool and 
aluminum, preventing stray light. Also, the 
software had options set for dark back-
grounds if there was concern about stray 
light during the experiments. Raman data 
was collected using the HoloReact soft-
ware package by Kaiser Optical Systems 
Inc. Figure 3 provides a schematic view of 
inline measurement using a Raman ana-
lyzer and the corresponding actual setup 
used in the author’s laboratory.

Gas Chromatography
An Agilent gas chromatograph (model 
7890A), equipped with the 7683 series 
autosampler and 7683B series injector, 
was used for the analysis. For moni-
toring solvent content in case study-1,  
a DB-1 column (30 m x 0.53 mm i.d. x 1.5 
µm film thickness) was used with nitro-
gen as the carrier gas. A flame ioniza-
tion detector (FID) was used for detec-
tion with a temperature set at 300 °C.  
Then, 1 mL of the sample (neat injec-
tion) was injected into the split port 
maintained at 200 °C with a constant 
flow rate of 4 mL/min (constant flow 
mode). The split ratio was 10:1, and the 
oven temperature was maintained at  
40 °C for 4 min and increased at a rate 
of 15 °C/min to 150 °C before being 
held for 1 min and followed by a fur-
ther increase at the rate of 30 °C/min to  
280 °C, and then held for 8.33 min with 
a runtime of 25 min. Acetonitrile was  
used as a needle wash solvent.

In case study-2, a DB-624 column  
(75 m x 0.53 mm i.d. x 3.0 µm film thick-
ness) was used with nitrogen as a carrier 
gas, and the detector temperature was 
set at 260 °C. First, 1 mL of a sample 
(neat injection) was injected into the 
split port maintained at 175 °C with a 
flow rate of 4 mL/min (constant flow 
mode). The split ratio was 20:1, and 
the oven temperature was maintained 

at 100 °C for 7 min before being in-
creased at a rate of 30 °C/min to 240 °C,  
and held for 8.33 min with a runtime of 
20 min. The needle wash was performed 
using isopropyl alcohol.

Preparation of Calibration Standards
A set of calibration samples was gen-
erated to build a quantitative Raman 
model to determine respective solvents 
in studies 1 and 2. 

In case study 1, calculated amounts 
of 2-methyl tetrahydrofuran (THF) were 
spiked in the isolated product from 
the hydrogenation step (reaction mass 
with a known amount of 2-methyl THF) 
to generate the standard samples with 
solvent levels ranging from 1–10% (Table 
Ia). GC was used to analyze each sample 
to obtain the reference values.

In case study 2, the solvent mixtures 
of methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE) and 
isopropyl alcohol (IPA) were prepared in 
the range of 0.5–10% v/v, correspond-
ing to 0.37–7.4% w/v of MTBE in IPA as 
shown in Table Ia.

Raman Model Development
For the solvent systems to be studied, 
different ratios of solvent combina-
tions were prepared, and GC was used 
to analyze the standards to obtain the 
reference set values. Raman models 
were then built by constructing cali-

Raman analyzer
with computer for
data collection and

processing

Reactor equipped
with a Raman

probe for online
sample analysis

FIGURE 3: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for inline sam-
ple analysis from the reactor equipped with a Raman probe. Photographs in 
the extreme left and right show the view of a Raman analyzer and a reactor in 
the authors’ laboratory.
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bration set samples, using data points 
from the Raman and GC measurements.  
The relative concentration of solvents 
in the standard samples and the range 
of the calibration set was based on the 
quantification levels required for the 
process. The accumulation times were 
adjusted by modifying the laser exposure 
time in seconds and the number of accu-
mulations (number of repetitions of the 
scan) so that the saturation of CCD was 
avoided. Wherever the compound exhib-
ited fluorescence, exposure times were 
decreased, and the optimum signal inten-
sity was achieved by increasing the num-
ber of accumulations. A multivariate che-
mometrics model was built for each case 
to analyze test samples. During model 
building, each solvent ratio of the calibra-
tion set was collected by an “atline” sam-
ple chamber for a minimum of six counts  
(number of complete acquisition cycles) 
to account for the natural variance in 
the intensity of the Raman spectrum. 
Once the acquisitions for all the samples 
with varying solvent ratios were col-
lected, distinguishing peaks for each 
solvent were identified to ensure that 
the model was specific for that solvent.  
These peaks were selected to have 
minimum interference with other matrix 
analytes in the reaction. The solvent to 
be quantified was referenced either with 
one of the analytes of interest or with the 
exchanged solvent.

Furthermore, the ratio of the peak 
intensities of the analyte and the ref-
erence were used so that peak inten-
sities could be normalized. The pro-
portional relationship between the 
Raman scattering intensity and analyte 
concentration (weight fraction or con-
centration of solvent) was the basis for 
the quantitative analysis done in this 
study. The accuracy of the model was 
evaluated by the statistical parameter 
standard error of calibration (SEC) as 
per equation (1) (32,33):

SEC = (yc,i – Yc,i)2

n – p

n
i=1∑

[1]

where yC = the Raman predicted value 
obtained from calibration set sample; 

YC = the reference value obtained from 
same calibration set value; n = number 
of samples; and p = number of coeffi-
cients in the model.

The predictive capacity of the model 
was also measured by calculating the 
statistical parameter standard error of 
prediction (SEP) as per equation (2)

SEP = (yv,i – Yv,i)2

n

n
i=1∑ [2]

where yV = the Raman predicted value; 
YV = the reference method value; and  
n = number of samples.

Once a model was developed, it was 
subject to the stability test wherein the 
software performed a “thermal-shock” 
test of the model. The stability test 
modifies each weighting factor in the 
model and attempts to recalibrate the 
model until a true minimum is reached.
Once the model was finalized, the 
solvent content was determined by 
collecting the Raman spectra for the 
samples of interest. 

Results and Discussion
This study explored the utilization of 
Raman-based PAT tools to determine 
solvent content during distillation and 
monitor solvent “exchanges” or ex-
changes in the laboratory-scale reac-
tors. Two case studies are discussed 
where the level of solvent impacted the 
product quality, product yield, and the  
effect of the residual solvent in the next 
step. Raman models were built for the 
selected systems by analyzing calibra-
tion set samples. Different ratios of 
solvent or solvent combinations were 
prepared. The samples were analyzed 
using GC to obtain the reference set 
values. Once the model performance 
was established, the model was applied 
to estimate the solvent content during 
inline distillation and solvent exchange. 

Case Study 1: Inline Solvent Content  
Determination during Distillation
During the synthesis of an API under 
clinical investigation, a key step was the 
hydrogenation of cyclohexene inter-

mediate (Int-1) to obtain an advanced 
intermediate (Int-2), followed by enzy-
matic resolution and purification to get 
the product with a desired chiral purity 
(Scheme 1 in Figure 6). In an enzymatic 
resolution, solvents have a significant 
impact, and it is critical to monitor and 
control solvent composition as neces-
sary (34,35). During the optimization of 
the synthetic process, it was observed 
that the residual 2-methyl THF content 
present in the hydrogenation step 
was significantly impacting the enzy-
matic resolution step. The higher the 
2-methyl THF content during the enzy-
matic resolution step, the lower was the 
enantiomeric excess (that is, the yield of  
the product).

The enzymatic resolution, an impor-
tant step in this synthesis to enrich the 
desired enantiomer as the undesired 
isomer, contributed to higher impurity 
at the API step. Purification to remove 
the undesired enantiomer at subse-
quent steps led to significant material 
loss. Hence, controlling the 2-methyl 
THF content in the hydrogenation step 
was important. As per the solvent con-
tent (by GC) data on the laboratory trial 
batches, chiral purity was found to vary 
between 88–95% for the 2-methyl THF 
content of 12 to 3 area percentage (AP) 
relative to the product (Int-2) peak, re-
spectively. Importantly, obtaining a sol-
vent-free product was practically chal-
lenging as the compound (Int-2) exists 
in the liquid state at room temperature 
and was completely miscible with the 
solvent 2-methyl THF. Furthermore, the 
enzymatic resolution was working well 
up to 3% residual amounts of 2-methyl 
THF without compromising the desired 
chiral purity of the product. Accordingly, 
a limit of not more than 3% of 2-methyl 
THF was fixed for the scale-up batches.

Raman spectra for all the compo-
nents in the reaction (solvent, start-
ing material, and the product) were 
recorded to evaluate the feasibility of 
Raman spectroscopic analysis for the 
2-methyl THF content determination 
in the reaction mass. It was noted that 
a peak at 905–930 cm-1 emerged from 
the analyte of interest; that is, 2-methyl 
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THF had no significant interference with 
the other components tested and could 
potentially be used as a unique peak to 
track and measure its content in the re-
action mass. Moreover, a peak from the 
product (Int-2) at 720–771 cm-1 was iden-
tified that could be used to calculate the 
peak ratio (I2MeTHF/IInt-2 + I2MeTHF) required 
for the quantitative analysis across the 
samples. Therefore, based on the pre-
liminary specificity evaluations, it was clear 
that Raman spectroscopic analysis can 
monitor the content of 2-methyl THF in the  
reaction mass.

As described in the experimental 
section, calibration samples were gen-
erated to build a quantitative Raman 
model to determine 2-methyl THF con-
tent in the reaction mass. These samples 
were analyzed by Raman spectroscopy, 
and a multivariate calibration model was 
built by keying in corresponding results 
from GC. The exposure was 3.5 s for 15 
accumulations with a CCD saturation 
value (level of saturation of CCD detec-
tor) of 30, and each sample was scanned 
for six counts. The 2-methyl THF peak 
was integrated at 905–930 cm-1 and 

the product peak was at 720–771 cm-1  
for the Raman shift. Although there 
was slight interference from the start-
ing material in the product region,  
it was considered insignificant because 
the amount of starting material before 
the distillation of the product was ap-
proximately 1%, which would have a 
minimal impact on the model predict-
ability. Also, the effects of baseline cor-
rection were evaluated, and the models 
built with Pearson’s baseline correction 
and without baseline correction were 
comparable (SEC observed for both the 
models were approximately 0.07). 

After getting the quantitative Raman 
model in place, the inline Raman data 
were collected for a scale-up batch 
(batch size = 17.0 kg) performed in a 
reactor fitted with the Raman probe.  
The sample in the reactor was scanned 
at the time interval of 15 minutes during 
the solvent distillation step (45 °C under 
vacuum). The exposure was 3.0 s for five 
accumulations with a CCD saturation 
value of 30. The data was processed, 
and the 2-methyl THF content as AP at 
various time points was predicted from 
the model. Figure 4 shows the plot of 
2-methyl THF content in the reaction 
mass as a function of time. The overlay 
of the Raman spectra (650–1000 cm-1) 
for the individual scans collected is 
shown in Figure 4.

A steep decline in the content of 
2-methyl THF was noted at the beginning 
of the distillation process (reflux heat 
at 45 °C under vacuum). Although the  
rate of decrease was quite high in the 
first two hours, it seemed to decrease 
slowly during the next hour and almost 
attained minimum concentration after 
that. The uncharacteristic behavior seen 
around the third and fourth-time points 
could be either because of sample non-
homogeneity or it could be an artifact. 
Interestingly, the inline analysis indicated 
that distillation could be completed in  
3 h, whereas a period of 4 h was typically 
reserved for this distillation process. 
Based on this inline Raman data, it was 
justified that the distillation could be 
stopped after 3 h, potentially saving 25% 
of the reactor time for this step. 
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FIGURE 4: Inline measurement of 2-methyl THF content during the distilla-
tion of 2-methyl THF from the product (Int-2). The inset in Figure 4 shows 
the Raman spectra overlay of different time points samples for distillation of 
2-methyl THF from the product (Int-2).
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Also, the accuracy of the 2-methyl 
THF content predicted from the Raman 
model was verified by performing GC 
analysis for a set of five samples con-
taining different amounts of 2-methyl 
THF. Notably, the solvent content de-
termined from GC analysis was pre-
dicted using the Raman model and was 
in excellent agreement with a SEP of 
0.13, confirming the suitability of Raman 
spectroscopy-based PAT tools for such 
measurements (Table Ib). 

Case Study-2: Inline Solvent  
Content Determination During  
Solvent Swap or Exchange
During the synthesis of an intermedi-
ate, the reaction solvent methyl tert-
butyl ether (MTBE) was required to 
be exchanged by isopropyl alcohol 
(IPA). This exchange of solvents was 
necessary to improve the yield of the 
product because the product had a 
relatively higher solubility in MTBE,  
and good precipitation was observed 
in IPA (Scheme 2 in Figure 6). With opti-
mized reaction conditions, the limit for 
MTBE content was set at NMT 1.0 % w/v, 
with respect to IPA, balancing the de-
sired yield versus reaction time.

With both the solvents, MTBE, and 
IPA having strong Raman signals, 
the application of the Raman-based 
PAT tools for monitoring this solvent 
exchange reaction was explored.  
The model development was car-
ried out by keying the solvent con-
centrations known from the prepara-
tion of standards. Spectral regions 
of noninterfering peaks from MTBE 
(711–736 cm-1) and IPA (800–836 cm-1) 
were selected for creating the model.  
The exposure was 5 s for 10 accumu-
lations with a CCD saturation value of 
33, and each sample was scanned for 
six counts. No preprocessing was ap-
plied, and both peaks were baseline in-
tegrated with a baseline order of 1 and 
baseline points of 1. A multivariate cali-
bration curve was developed with an 
SEC of 0.03. The model was indepen-
dently verified by testing some known 
composition mixtures of MTBE and IPA 
at different concentration levels. 

After the successful model building, 
inline Raman data were collected for 
a scale-up batch (batch size = 0.8 kg) 
performed in a reactor fitted with the 
Raman probe. The reaction mass was 
scanned at an interval of 15 min during 
the solvent exchange step with an ex-
posure time of 2.0 s (10 accumulations). 
The overlay of Raman spectra (200–1000 
cm-1) for the individual scans collected is 
shown in Figure 5 inset.

The MTBE content predicted by the 
inline Raman analysis at various time 
points indicated a decrease in concen-
tration over time, as shown in Figure 5. 
Notably, the inline analysis indicated that 
distillation could be completed in 1.5 h, 
compared to the planned 4 h time per 
the batch manufacturing records, poten-
tially saving 2.5 reactor hours per step.

Some samples were also analyzed by 
the GC technique to confirm the accuracy 

of readings obtained by inline Raman 
analysis. Table Ib shows that the solvent 
content determined by Raman and GC 
methods agree with a SEP of 0.11.

Although Raman spectroscopic anal-
ysis as a PAT tool provides several ad-
vantages over conventional approaches, 
some of the practical challenges limit 
the use of this methodology. Potential 
interference from the reaction matrix 
is one of the most common challenges 
encountered during model develop-
ment for quantitative analysis using 
the Raman PAT method. Although ad-
equate specificity can be obtained in 
most cases, the reaction intermediates 
and products can significantly inter-
fere with the solvent peak of interest. 
Also, the extent of matrix interference 
can vary during solvent distillation and 
exchange because of phase changes 
resulting from solubilization or precipi-

Scheme 1: Synthesis of Int-2 by hydrogenation step using 2-methyl THF solvent 
followed by enantiomeric enrichment step by enzymatic resolution (R is an alkyl 
group, not shown here for con�dentiality).

Scheme 2: Synthesis of Int-B by cyclization step in MTBE solvent followed by a 
solvent exchange step using IPA solvent (R and R' are substituents, not shown 
here for con�dentiality).
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FIGURE 6: Synthetic Schemes 1 and 2 for the discussed case studies.
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TABLE II: Solvent combinations for Raman models for monitoring solvent exchange operations.

Sample No. Solvent-1 (Analyte) Solvent-2 (Diluent) Range Studied (% v/v)

1 Dichloromethane Ethyl acetate 0.5–10

2 Dichloromethane Methyl tert-butyl ether 0.5–10

3 Dichloromethane Methanol 0.5–10

4 Dichloromethane Isopropyl alcohol 0.5–10

5 Dichloromethane Butanol 0.1–2

6 Dichloromethane Dimethoxymethane 0.5–10

7 Dichloromethane 2 Methyltetrahydrofuran 0.2–2

8 Dichloromethane Acetonitrile 0.5–5

9 Dichloromethane n-Heptane 0.5–10

10 Toluene n-Heptane 1.0–10

11 Toluene Acetonitrile 0.5–5

12 Toluene Isopropyl alcohol 0.5–5

13 Toluene Isopropyl acetate 0.5–5

14 Toluene Cyclopentyl methyl ether 0.1–2

15 Toluene Ethyl acetate 0.5–10

16 Toluene Ethanol 0.5–10

17 Methyl tert-butyl ether Methanol 1.0–10

18 Methyl tert-butyl ether Tetrahydrofuran 1.0–10

19 Methyl tert-butyl ether n-Heptane 0.5–10

20 Methyl tert-butyl ether Dioxane 1.0–10

21 Methyl tert-butyl ether Ethanol 0.5–10

22 Methyl tert-butyl ether Isopropyl acetate 0.5–10

23 Methyl tert-butyl ether Toluene 0.5–5

24 Methyl tert-butyl ether Isopropyl alcohol 0.5–10

25 Methyl tert-butyl ether Dichloromethane 0.5–10

26 Methyl tert-butyl ether Dimethyl formamide 0.5–10

27 Methanol Acetonitrile 0.5–10

28 Methanol Methyl tert-butyl ether 0.5–5

29 Methanol Dichloromethane 0.5–10

30 Methanol 2 Methyltetrahydrofuran 0.5–10

31 2 Methyltetrahydrofuran n-Heptane 2–10

32 2 Methyltetrahydrofuran Acetonitrile 0.5–10

33 2 Methyltetrahydrofuran Ethyl acetate 0.5–10

34 2 Methyltetrahydrofuran Tetrahydrofuran 0.5–5

35 2 Methyltetrahydrofuran Dimethoxyethane 0.5–10

36 2 Methyltetrahydrofuran Methyl tert-butyl ether 0.5–10

37 Isopropyl alcohol Dichloromethane 0.5–10

38 Isopropyl alcohol Ethyl acetate 0.5–10

39 Isopropyl alcohol Toluene 0.5–20

40 Isopropyl alcohol Heptane 0.5–5

41 Ethyl acetate 2 Methyltetrahydrofuran 0.5–10

Continued on Page 38
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tation of products. In such cases, quanti-
tative measurement using Raman meth-
ods can be challenging, and the results 
derived from a quantitative model may 
not be accurate. Hence, random checks 
with a primary reference technique such 
as GC may be necessary as a part of 
model performance verification.

Quantitative Raman Models for 
Solvent Exchange or 
Exchange Operations
Solvent exchange is one of the most 
common activities during API syn-
thesis, isolation, and crystallization.  
Depending on the need and suitabil-
ity, various solvents are used based on 
parameters such as solubilizing poten-
tial, boiling point, polarity, viscosity, 
and toxicity. These solvents possess a 
characteristic Raman spectral signature 
and exhibit reasonable to high Raman re-
sponse because of their different chemi-
cal structures. Encouraged by some early 
results from successful inline and offline 
solvent exchange monitoring using 
Raman spectroscopy, a library of quan-
titative Raman models for solvent pairs 
used commonly during API synthesis was 
built. Table II provides the list of solvent 
combinations where Raman-based PAT 
tools have been successfully employed 
for monitoring solvent exchange opera-
tions from some of our early-phase API 
synthesis projects. Table II also provides 
a lower range of quantification tested 
in each case using an optimized ex-
perimental setup as per the respective  
project requirements. 

Raman Model Transferability
Importantly, once developed, the 
model for a particular pair of solvents 
(or a pair of solvent and product) can be 
extended for other reactions and opera-
tions with similar solvent content moni-
toring needs. Potential interference 
from the reaction mass (for example, 
starting materials, products, intermedi-
ates, and impurities) is one of the major 
challenges in deciding the suitability of 
Raman methods from one reaction to 
the other. A simple feasibility test by 
recording Raman spectra of a reaction 

mass in the spectral range of interest 
confirms the extent of interference and 
applicability of the existing model to the 
concerned reaction. In our experience, 
the solvent swap and exchange model, 
once developed, shows high transfer-
ability from reaction to reaction involv-
ing various compounds. Also, with the 
necessary infrastructure (Raman probes 
of suitable dimensions), the same mod-
els can be used for inline analysis and 

offline analysis from small-scale re-
search and development trials. 

Conclusion
With the help of ever-evolving chemo-
metrics tools, the wealth of informa-
tion collected through inline Raman 
spectroscopic analysis can be utilized 
to gain increased process understand-
ing. This advancement in chemomet-
rics and data collection also facili-
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tates the implementation of modern 
control strategies through DoE and 
QbD while satisfying the immediate 
intended analytical purpose of the 
method. The case studies discussed 
here successfully demonstrate the use 
of inline Raman spectroscopic analy-
sis to estimate solvent content during 
the solvent exchange and distillation 
operations. Simple multivariate che-
mometric models were developed by 
integrating the peaks of the solvent of 
interest and product or another solvent 
to monitor the residual solvent content 
during distillation and solvent exchange 

steps. Raman spectroscopy provided a 
quick estimation of levels of solvents to 
understand the progress of distillation 
(solvent) exchange without waiting for 
time-consuming offline analysis. It saves 
reactor time for a batch and facilitates 
an improved process understanding. 
Reliability and robustness of the quan-
titative measurements by Raman meth-
ods are demonstrated through verifica-
tion of solvent content measurements 
by the reference technique (GC). A list 
of 70 pairs of commonly used solvents 
where Raman models were established 
with the corresponding range of quan-

titation values is published. This infor-
mation would serve as a good starting 
point to understand the feasibility and 
scope of Raman methods for solvent 
content determinations of interest.
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TABLE II (CONTINUED): Solvent combinations for Raman models for monitoring solvent exchange operations.

Sample No. Solvent-1 (Analyte) Solvent-2 (Diluent) Range Studied (% v/v)

42 Ethyl acetate Tetrahydrofuran 0.5–10

43 Ethyl acetate Methyl tert-butyl ether 0.5–10

44 Ethyl acetate Heptane 0.5–10

45 Ethyl acetate Isopropyl alcohol 0.5–8

46 Ethyl acetate Methanol 0.5–10

47 Ethyl acetate Dioxane 0.5–10

48 Tetrahydrofuran Heptane 0.5–10

49 Tetrahydrofuran Ethyl acetate 0.5–5

50 Tetrahydrofuran Toluene 0.5–10

51 Tetrahydrofuran 2 Methyltetrahydrofuran 0.5–5

52 Tetrahydrofuran Isopropyl alcohol 0.5–10

53 Isopropyl acetate Methanol 0.5–5

54 Isopropyl acetate Heptane 0.5–10

55 Isopropyl acetate Isopropyl alcohol 0.5–10

56 Dimethyl formamide 2 Methyltetrahydrofuran 0.5–5

57 Dimethyl formamide Ethyl acetate 0.5–10

58 Heptane Acetonitrile 0.5–10

59 Heptane Dioxane 0.5–10

60 Heptane Methanol 0.5–10

61 Dioxane Toluene 0.5–10

62 Dichloroethane Methanol 0.5–10

63 Cyclopentyl methyl ether Heptane 0.5–10

64 Acetone Methyl tert-butyl ether 0.5–10

65 Acetonitrile Methyl tert-butyl ether 0.5–10

66 Trifluoroacetic acid Heptane 0.5–5

67 Isopropanol hydrochloride Methanol 0.5–10

68 Ethanol Heptane 0.5–5

69 N,N-Diisopropylethylamine Toluene 20–40

70 tert-Butanol 2 Methyl THF 0.5–2
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2022 Review of New  
Spectroscopic Instrumentation 

We present our annual review of prod-
ucts introduced at Pittcon or dur-
ing the previous year, broken down 
by the following categories: atomic 
spectroscopy, ultraviolet and vis-
ible (UV-vis), near-infrared (NIR), 
infrared (mid-IR), Raman, imaging, 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 
mass spectrometry (MS), accessories,  
and components.

Ellen Miseo and Michael S. Bradley

Between the online Pittcon 
event of 2021 and the time this 
review was written, a lot has 

changed. We all anticipated an in-
person Pittcon for 2022; unfortunately,  
that did not happen because of a 
surge in Covid cases in the southeast-
ern United States where the event was 
going to be held. As a result, Pittcon 
2022 was converted into a virtual confer-
ence. But the fact that one of the “intro-
duction points” for new spectroscopy 
instruments did not happen live did not 
stop the launch of exciting new spec-
troscopic instruments in the past year. 

However, it does seem that the 
Covid pandemic may have reduced 
the number of recent new product 
introductions. In our 2021 review,  
we reported on almost 100 products in-
troduced by more than 50 companies. 
This year, the number of both com-
panies and products was significantly 
smaller. Table I lists the companies that 
responded to our request for informa-
tion about new products introduced 
over the past 12 months.

Considering the volume of prod-
uc ts usually covered in these re-
views, it seems clear that we have 
the pandemic to blame for the lower 
number of produc ts we see this 
year. Over the past two years, en-
gineering teams have had to cope 
with product development in either 
a socially distanced or remote way. 

The ability of such product develop-
ment teams to function during the 
pandemic is remarkable, and it es-
pecially impressive that some teams 
were able to introduce several new 
instruments to the market. 

A few live analy tical chemistr y 
and spectroscopy conferences were 
held in the latter half of 2021 as we 
thought the pandemic was wind-
ing down. For those who attended,  
it was gratifying to speak face-to-
face with each other. Some of the 
products mentioned here and some 
in our 2021 review were available to 
see in person at those shows. So far 
this year, one in-person conference has 
occurred, the American Chemical Soci-
ety (ACS) Spring 2022 conference in San 
Diego, and some of the new equipment 
mentioned in this year’s review was 
shown at that event.

Over the last few years, we have 
seen more analyzer tools entering 
the market, looking to solve specific 
questions. Several new products this 
year are extending this approach to 
agricultural and environmental appli-
cations. Additionally, we noted in the 
last few years how software is evolv-
ing into a true laboratory partner.  
By integrating more artificial intelli-
gence (AI) and by targeting specific 
applications, such as microplastics 
analysis, software is becoming a more 
powerful tool, especially when di-
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rected at one application even when 
the core hardware technology may 
be similar to that of previous genera-

tions. Even the visualization of data 
is being used powerfully to extract 
trends and subtle changes.

In this year’s review, we have taken a 
somewhat different approach than in 
years past. The tables contain a signifi-
cant amount of information about the 
products, but the text only highlights 
the unique products or trends. As a 
result, our discussion does not cover 
every product in detail. For detailed 
information regarding the individual 
products, refer to the tables throughout  
this review. 

Our discussion is broken into four 
sec tions: instrumentation, acces-
sories, components, and software. 
The dif ference between an acces-
sory and a component is that an ac-
cessory is designed to be used with 
a completed instrument whereas a 
component can be used to construct  
an instrument. The tables associ-
ated with this ar ticle are grouped 
(when possible) by spectral range  
and application.

Instrumentation
Although some of the new instruments 
introduced in the past year are more 
general in their application, many of 
the new products are geared to special 
applications. We have seen this trend 
toward specific task-oriented tools in re-
cent years, as we have noted previously. 

Table II contains information on all 
the atomic products that were sub-
mitted. On the instrument side of 
the  “Atomic Spectroscopy” category, 
Radom Corporation has introduced 
a new inductively coupled plasma 
(ICP)–optical emission spectroscopy 
(OES) instrument that is argon-free, 
operating with microwave-sustained 
atmospheric plasma. This device is 
so small that it is considered por-
table. Another laborator y-based 
ICP instrument is the Solation ICP-
mass spec trometr y (MS) sys tem 
from Advion Interchim Scientif ic.  
The design appears to be good 
for complex samples, which could 
broaden the utility of the instrument 
and minimize sample preparation.  
Applied Rigaku Technologies, Inc. 
introduced a new X-ray fluorescence 
(XRF) instrument.

TABLE I: Index of companies and the categories where their products appear

Company Categories

Advion Interchim Scientific Atomic

Agilent Technologies Atomic

Applied Rigaku Technologies, Inc. Fluorescence

Armadillo SIA Components

Bruker Mid-IR

EDAX Imaging

Edinburgh Instruments Fluorescence

Elodiz Ltd. Raman

Greateyes Imaging

Horiba Scientific Imaging

Hübner Photonics Atomic

Ibsen Photonics Near-IR

InnoSpectra Corporation Near-IR

IS-Instruments Raman

JEOL USA NMR and ESR

MantiSpectra Near-IR

Micro X-Ray, Inc Components

Monstr Sense Technologies Imaging

Nanosens AS Near-IR, Accessories

Nireos SRL Imaging

NLIR Mid-IR

Norsk Elektro Optikk AS Near-IR

Ocean Insight Raman, UV-vis, Software

Optiwave Software

PerkinElmer Mid-IR, UV-vis, Accessories

Princeton Infrared Technologies, Inc. Imaging

Pyroistech Near-IR, UV-vis

Radom Corporation Atomic

Refeyn Ltd Mass Spectrometry

REFLEX Analytical Corporation Accessories

Shimadzu Mid-IR

Specac Inc Accessories

Spectrolight Inc Imaging

S.T. Japan-Europe GmbH Software, Accessories

Technobis Crystallization Systems BV UV-vis

Thermo Fisher Scientific Mid-IR, UV-vis

Trace Matters Scientific Components

Watersight UV-vis

WITec GmbH and Attocube systems AG Raman
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TABLE II: Atomic Spectroscopy Instruments 

Company 
Name

Product 
Name Product Type Applications, Features, and Benefits

Advion  
Interchim 
Scientific

Solation 
ICP-MS ICP-MS

The Advion Solation ICP-MS instrument is built with robust technologies and offers 
high sensitivity and the ability to handle complex matrices while removing interfer-
ences with a helium collision cell. Good for elemental and toxic metals analysis in plant 
materials as well as biomedical, pharmaceutical, food, and environmental applications.

Agilent 
Technologies

Agilent 
Cool 
Clear 

coolant 
fluid

Atomic 
spectroscopy 

supplies

The Agilent Cool Clear Coolant Fluid is designed to offer superior protection for your 
atomic spectrometer’s closed-loop cooling circuit. The fluid includes a corrosion inhibitor 
combined with a high purity water and clarifier. This product should be used in recirculat-
ing chillers and heat exchangers connected to atomic spectroscopy instrumentation to 
protect the cooling circuit components from corrosion and deposits. The temperature 
range that the fluid is optimal for is 10–90 oC (+50 to +194 oF).

Applied 
Rigaku  
Technologies,  
Inc.

NEX 
CG II

XRF/EDXRF 
spectrometer 

Applied Rigaku Technologies launched the NEX CG II, a powerful second-generation 
benchtop EDXRF spectrometer. The NEX CG II has a unique close-coupled Cartesian 
Geometry (CG) optical kernel and various new hardware upgrades. With the addition 
of a high-power X-ray tube, a high-performance large-area silicon drift detector and 
Rigaku’s advanced Fundamental Parameters software, the NEX CG II offers a new 
level of analytical sensitivity and ease-of-use to XRF technology. NEX CG II excels in 
complex applications with trace elements and variable-base matrices, such as testing 
agricultural soils and plant materials, analyzing finished animal feeds, measuring waste 
oils, environmental monitoring, and many others. It also can serve a broad range of in-
dustries and is an ideal tool for measuring ultra-low and trace element concentrations.

Hübner 
Photonics

Cobolt 
Tor XE

Laser-Induced 
Breakdown 
Spectros-

copy (LIBS)

The Cobolt Tor XE is an extremely compact and air-cooled laser at 1064 
nm, with 0.5 mJ per pulse at a 1 kHz pulse rate. Recommended for LIBS and 
LIDAR applications.

Radom 
Corporation

MICAP-
OES ICP-OES

Radom’s microwave-sustained inductively coupled atmospheric-pressure plasma for 
optical emissions spectroscopy (MICAP-OES) instrument is argon-free and requires 
no cooling water with standard power. Compact and portable. Key application areas 
where the MICAP-OES instrument can be useful are industrial process monitoring,  
industrial wastewater in process monitoring, and hazard monitoring.

Agilent Technologies has introduced an environ-
mentally friendly coolant f luid, and Hübner has intro-
duced a new laser source for laser-induced breakdown  
spectroscopy (LIBS). 

In the “UV-vis” category (Table III), several interesting 
products have been introduced into the market this past 
year. Although all of them are full instruments, they can 
be divided by form factor and application. 

PerkinElmer and Thermo Fisher Scientific have both 
introduced laboratory-based UV-vis instruments. Perkin 
Elmer’s Lambda 365 and the Thermo Fisher Scientific 
Evolution products are designed for general spec-
troscopy applications and provide flexibility because 
they can use various accessories for maximum prob-
lem-solving capabilit y. Other instruments, l ike the 
Thermo Fisher Scientific Nanodrop, are designed for 
laboratories where the sample volumes are very small, 
and the applications are typically customized to the  
life sciences.

Technobis Crystallization Systems BV has introduced 
a system, the Crystal16 version 3, with a single ap-
plication: to measure changes in crystallization and  
crystallization behavior.

On the other end of the form factor consideration, 
Ocean Insight and Watersight have introduced small-
form-factor devices. The Ocean Insight SR spectrometer 
continues in the same way as most of Ocean Insight’s 
products, with a high speed, compact design.

http://www.reflexusa.com
mailto:reflexusa@att.net
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TABLE III: UV-vis Instruments

Company 
Name Product Name Product 

Type Applications, Features, and Benefits

Ocean 
Insight SR Spectrometer

UV-vis  
Spectro-

meter

Ocean SR spectrometers provide high-speed spectral acquisition and great 
signal-to-noise (S/N) performance for low-concentration and other demand-
ing measurements. The combination of speed (integration times to 10 µs)  
and S/N (380:1) provide application versatility without the typical trade-offs; 
good for measuring fast events and high-speed phenomena, as well as low-
concentration measurements and absorbance of optically dense samples.

PerkinElmer Lambda 365+
UV-vis  

Spectro-
meter

The new Lambda 365+ allows researchers to measure high absorbance 
liquids and unravel chemical kinetics with fast scan speeds. The large 
sample compartment and wide range of accessories fully integrated with 
software provide sampling flexibility and simplified workflows to meet all 
throughput needs without requiring extensive training. Recommended 
for pharmaceutical QA/QC and dissolution testing, biopharmaceuticals, 
environmental testing, academia, chemicals, lubricants and coolants,  
optics, food, and analytical testing.

Technobis 
Crystal-
lization 
Systems BV

Crystal16  
Version 3

Crystal-
lization 
System

Version 3 of the Crystal16 crystallization system comes with a new stream-
lined unibody design, an increased temperature range, increased sensitivity, 
better particle detection for crystallization and nucleation, increased accu-
racy, greatly enhanced software functionality, feedback control to speed up 
research, and a soft close on the sample chamber. Recommended for the 
following applications: 
• Crystallization research and development
• Solubility determination
• Co-crystallization and screening
• Induction time measurements
• Polymorph screening
• Phase diagrams
• Chiral separations
• Amorphous solid dispersions
• Polymer dissolution studies
• Hydrate formation studies 
• Metastable zone width determination
• Enhance solid state screening

Thermo 
Fisher 
Scientific

Thermo Scientific 
Evolution One/One 
Plus and Evolution 

Pro UV-vis Spectro-
photometers

UV-vis 
Spectro-

photometers

The Thermo Scientific Evolution UV-vis spectrophotometer series address-
es laboratory needs with fixed or variable bandwidth options and offers 
a broad range of accessories for diverse sample types and applications.  
New features include the addition of Intuitive Insight Pro software, an op-
timized interface with prompting software and step-by-step workflows.  
A wide selection of compliance products and services is available to reduce 
implementation time and ensure system performance for regulatory and 
quality control environments. Good for chemical analysis, material science, 
biological and pharmaceutical applications, kinetics, research, and QC.

Thermo 
Fisher 
Scientific

Thermo Scientific 
NanoDrop Eight 

Microvolume 
UV-vis Spectro-

photometer

Microvolume  
UV-vis 

Spectro- 
photometers

The NanoDrop Eight Microvolume UV-vis spectrophotometer quanti-
fies and qualifies nucleic acid and protein samples using only 1–2 μL.  
The instrument measures eight samples in less than 20 s. New features 
include software that identifies sample contaminants and reports true 
sample concentration with built-in Thermo Scientific Acclaro Sample In-
telligence technology. Users can also input optional software that allows 
the user to comply with 21 CFR Part 11 regulation more easily. Good for life 
sciences, pharmaceutical, and biotechnology applications, DNA and RNA 
studies, and protein qualification and quantification.

Thermo 
Fisher 
Scientific

Thermo Scientific 
NanoDrop Lite 

Plus Microvolume 
UV-vis Spectro-

photometer

Microvolume  
UV-vis 

Spectro-
photometers

The Thermo Scientific NanoDrop Lite Plus Microvolume spectrophotom-
eter allows the user to assess sample concentration and purity ratios quickly 
and easily. The instrument delivers accurate measurements in an easy-to-
use, affordable package. This new model measures purified DNA, RNA, 
and protein concentration up to 30 Abs, and calculates critical A260/A280 
and A260/A230 purity ratios providing valuable quality check informa-
tion. Features an intuitive user interface and modern industrial design. Ideal 
for teaching, research, and busy QC laboratories and also recommended 
for academic teaching, academic research, biotechnology, life sciences,  
DNA and RNA studies, and protein qualification and quantification.

Watersight AquaRing Spectral 
Sensor

The AquaRing is Watersight’s flagship device for online condition-based 
monitoring (CbM). Based on Newsight’s proven spectral sensor, this tech-
nology allows for real-time water analysis. Enhanced by artificial intelligence, 
the device enables accurate diagnosis of water quality, safety, and security. 
Suitable for use in a possible corrosion event or the presence of cyanobac-
teria in reservoir water to indicate possible toxins, seeing a change from one 
water source to another in real-time, or the infiltration of wastewater into the 
drinking water supply. The AquaRing can also be used for providing predic-
tive, prescriptive, and preventative maintenance within municipal systems.
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TABLE IV: NIR Instruments 

Company 
Name

Product 
Name

Product 
Type Applications, Features, and Benefits

Ibsen 
Photonics

Pebble 
NIR

OEM NIR 
Spectro-

meter

Ibsen Photonics’s Pebble NIR spectrometer is ultra-compact and more cost-efficient 
compared to traditional spectrometers for NIR spectroscopy. It has a form factor of 
only 23 x 21 x 8 mm, high resolution and sensitivity, and environmental ruggedness.  
The Pebble NIR spectrometer is based on the same proven diffraction grating technolo-
gy used in all other Ibsen spectrometers, ensuring that Pebble NIR can be manufactured 
in high quantities with very small unit-to-unit performance variations. This product is 
well suited for biophotonics, medical, food, and precision agriculture applications based 
on fluorescence or absorbance measurements.

InnoSpectra 
Corporation

ISC 
NIRScan: 
Extended 

Wave-
length NIR 
Spectrom-
eter Series 

(NIR-
M-R11, 

NIR-M-T11, 
NIR-M-

F11)

NIR 
Spectro-

meter

InnoSpectra Corporation’s ISC NIRScan Extended Wavelength NIR spectrometer has 
a programmable DMD wavelength selector and a large area InGaAs detector. It offers 
a wide wavelength range from 1350 nm to 2150 nm, allows for an excellent spectral 
resolution of 12 nm, and results in a wavelength accuracy of +/-1 nm. This NIR spec-
trometer comes equipped with an integrated sampling module, which is compact 
and easy-to-use. Diffuse reflectance, transmission, and fiber input types are available. 
Contains versatile interfaces (BLE, USB, and UART), powerful software, SDK support  
(Windows, iOS, Android, Linux, and Raspberry Pi OS), and is battery powered for mo-
bile applications. Good for smart life applications (food and drug administration, health 
monitoring, classification and recycling, quality analysis of fruit, oil, textile, and fuel), 
smart industry applications (quality control in textile, food, pharmaceutical, chemical, 
petrochemical, and other industries), and smart farming applications (quality analysis of 
soil, seed, fertilizer, crop, feed, fruit, milk, meat, and fish).

MantiSpectra
Manti 

Spectra 
OEM 

Solution

NIR 
Spectral 
Sensor 
OEM 
board

MantiSpectra’s spectral sensor (ChipSense) has a robust design without any moving 
elements operating in the NIR. The high signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio provides high sen-
sitivity in sensing experiments. The sensor chip can be interrogated via the OEM board. 
Because of the small form factor and wafer-level integration, the module provides a 
cost-effective solution for NIR analysis. The sensor operates in the full range between 
850–1700 nm, which allows for its use in multiple applications, including classification 
of plastic types, smart farming, quality control of pharmaceuticals and drugs, analyzing 
moisture content, raw material identification, textiles, and soils analysis. 

MantiSpectra Spectra 
Pod

NIR 
Spectral 
Sensor 
stand-
alone 

develop-
ment kit

The development kit is a standalone portable device powered by ChipSense and 
includes everything to start collecting data via a USB cable. This module provides 
a cost-effective solution for many applications where portability is key and can 
be configured to be operated in fibers or free space.

Nanosens AS
N-SENS 

Feed 
Analyzer

NIR 
Spectro-

meter

The N-SENS Feed Analyzer is an NIR spectrometer that allows the user to conduct rapid 
and accurate analysis within seconds of feed and forage. With the high-resolution new 
generation CCD detector and a high dynamic range, this NIR spectrometer can collect 
characteristic sample spectra with high sensitivity. The integration time is less than 10 ms 
to enable many spectra of the sample to be collected in a short time. The lamp life is more 
than 10,000 h, so it can be used for a long time without maintenance. The N-SENS Feed 
Analyzer allows direct display of key parameters for product specific calibration modules, 
including the following: compound feed (protein, fat, moisture, fiber, ash, starch), grains 
(protein, fat, moisture, fiber, ash, and starch), animal byproducts (protein, fat, moisture, 
ash), and plant-based feed ingredients (cereals, corn gluten, and soy meal).

Nanosens AS
N-SENS 

Milk 
Analyzer

NIR 
Spectro-

meter

The N-SENS Milk Analyzer is an NIR spectrometer that allows for monitoring and for 
the rapid and accurate analysis of dairy products within seconds. With the high-res-
olution new generation CCD detector and high dynamic range, characteristic sample 
spectra can be collected with high sensitivity. The integration time is less than 10 ms, 
so many spectra of the sample can be collected in a short time. The lamp life is more 
than 10,000 h, so it can be used for a long time without maintenance. The N-SENS 
Milk Analyzer allows direct display of key parameters for product specific calibration 
modules including the protein, fat, moisture, lactose, and solid-non-fat for product-
specific calibration modules.

Nanosens AS N-SENS 
Online NIR

NIR 
Spectro-

meter

The N-SENS Online NIR spectrometer allows the user to monitor and perform rapid and 
continuous analysis of manufacturing processes within seconds. With the high-resolu-
tion new generation CCD detector with a high dynamic range, characteristic sample 
spectra can be collected with high sensitivity. The integration time is less than 10 ms,  
so many spectra of the sample can be collected in a short time. The lamp life is more 
than 10,000 h, so it can be used for a long time without maintenance. The N-SENS 
Online NIR spectrometer can also take automatic measurements with the software in-
tegrated into the PLC system. This NIR spectrometer can be used to monitor feed, flour, 
whole grain, dairy, and other pharmaceutical manufacturing processes. 

Continued on Page 46
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TABLE V: Mid-IR Instruments 

Company 
Name

Product 
Name

Product 
Type Applications, Features, and Benefits

Bruker Dimension 
IconIR

Nanoscale 
Infrared 
Spectro-

meter and 
Scanning 

Probe  
Microscope

Bruker’s Dimension IconIR delivers high-performance nano-IR spectroscopy with ac-
curate and repeatable FT-IR correlation, chemical resolution up to less than 10 nm,  
and monolayer sensitivity. The special capabilities and functionality with this new sys-
tem include a 10-nm, surface-sensitive AFM-IR mode, correlative chemical imaging with 
mechanical property mapping (PeakForce Tapping nanomechanical and nanoelectrical 
modes), AFM high-resolution imaging with large-sample accommodation (up to 300 
mm wafers), and the broadest available range of coordinating applications accessories 
and AFM modes. Dimension IconIR is used for imaging and materials characterization 
with nano-IR chemical analysis in polymer analysis, life science applications, pharma-
ceutical science applications, materials research, and microelectronics.

NLIR S2050-
130 kHz

Mid-IR  
Grating 

Spectro-
meter

The NLIR S2050-130k 2.0–5.0 µm spectrometer offers an unparalleled combination 
of speed and sensitivity. It acquires up to 130,000 spectra per second while having a 
minimum detection power of -83 dBm/nm. With a 2048-pixel built-in sensor, The NLIR 
S2050-130k 2.0-5.0 µm spectrometer has a resolution of ~1 cm-1. The spectrometer is 
fiber-coupled (free-space optional) and has no moving parts to compromise its robust-
ness to mechanical disturbances. The spectrometer is usable for characterizing mid-IR 
light sources, like LEDs and quantum cascade lasers, to provide detailed information 
about their spectral contents and temporal characteristics. The spectrometer togeth-
er with a fixed light source (in a classical spectrophotometer FT-IR-like configuration)  
is also usable for event-analysis, fast chemical reactions, semi-conductor physics, rapid 
temperature changes, and for in-line high speed spectroscopic measurements of mass 
flow in production processes for control and quality assurance.

Perkin 
Elmer

Silica 
Analyzer FT-IR

PerkinElmer’s Silica Analyzer enables rapid, on-site, and nondestructive quanti-
fication of respirable crystalline silica (RCS), saving valuable time and providing 
site managers with insights to make critical decisions affecting miners’ health. 
Good for respirable silica analysis in mining and construction sites. 

Shimadzu IRXross
FT-IR 

Spectro- 
photometer

Shimadzu’s IRXross FT-IR spectrophotometer is a mid-level model that achieves upper- 
end performance, with a S/N ratio of 55,000:1 for 1 min of integration, high-resolution 
of up to 0.25 cm-1 measurements, and high-speed measurement of 20 spectra per 
second. The built-in IR Pilot features 23 macro application programs, allowing even 
unexperienced operators to analyze samples easily. It can be equipped with a wide 
variety of options and accessories. In addition, the built-in software includes built-in 
validation test macros for compliance with requirements from various pharmacopeia, 
including USP. The IRXross can be used for applications in a variety of industries,  
including pharmaceuticals, forensics, food and beverages, and materials sciences.

Thermo 
Fisher 
Scientific

Thermo 
Scientific 
Nicolet  
RaptIR 
FT-IR 

Microscope 

FT-IR  
Microscope

The Thermo Scientific Nicolet RaptIR FT-IR microscopy contains diffraction-
limited objectives that help it provide outstanding visual and infrared perfor-
mance. The microscope offers visual spatial resolution at 1 µm and infrared 
spatial resolution at better than 5 µm for high-quality and high-resolution spec-
tra of samples. Delivers fast mapping results of up to 10 spectra per second.  
Its open-access, heavy-duty stage holds samples up to 40 mm thick and  
5 kg in weight, and its powerful 64-bit software with clean, adaptive UI helps 
users swiftly navigate and understand complex samples. The microscope’s 
easily generated workflows automate data collection and analysis sequences.  
Good for forensics, pharmaceutical, environmental, art restoration, automotive, 
packaging, and polymer analysis applications.

TABLE IV (CONTINUED): NIR Instruments 

Company 
Name

Product 
Name

Product 
Type Applications, Features, and Benefits

Norsk 
Elektro 
Optikk AS
(Imaging)

HySpex 
VS-1200

VNIR-SWIR 
(400– 

2500 nm)  
Hyper-
spectral  
Imager

The HySpex VS-1200 is a hyperspectral imager that is designed for airborne applica-
tions at altitudes greater than 400 m that covers a spectral range of 400–2500 nm.  
The camera produces the highest level scientific-grade data commercially available, 
having full width at half-maximum (fwhm) <1.2 pixels spatially and <1.5 pixels spectrally. 
The combined VNIR-SWIR cube has coregistration errors of less than 10% of a pixel.  
Delivered with integrated, high-performance IMU/GPS and DAU with removable stor-
age. Existing navigation systems can be integrated and utilized. There is a passive 
damping solution included in its default package. Mounting plates for active damp-
ing solutions, such as the GSM4000 or PAV80, are available. With 40 degrees FOV,  
the camera is ideal for mapping large areas with high accuracy and resolution.
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An interesting new entry in the 
market from Watersight is a self-con-
tained visible and very near-infrared 
(NIR) device, called Aquaring, that 
can continuously monitor water qual-
ity by collecting spectral data and 
sending it to the cloud for analysis. 

Moving to the “NIR” spectral re-
gion (Table IV ), we again see two 
types of devices, dedicated analyz-
ers, and small sensors that can be 
applied in a variety of situations. 

Nanosens AS has in t roduced 
three NIR devices, a feed analyzer,  
a milk analyzer, and an on-line pro-
cess moni tor for indus t r ia l  use. 
Norsk Elektro Optikk AS has intro-
duced an NIR hyperspectral imager 
designed for drone applications 
that operates in a very wide spectral 
range from 400 to 2500 nm.

For the smaller NIR engines, there 
are a number of interesting devices. 
Ibsen Photonics introduced the Peb-

ble, a vis-NIR device that operates 
out to 1100 nm and is designed for 
original equipment manufac turer 
(OEM) applications. InnoSpectra has 
extended the range of its NIRScan 
device, based on the TI digital light 
processor out to 2150 nm. Manti 
Spec t ra has t wo new of fer ings: 
the MantiSpectra SpectraPod and 
the MantiSpec tra OEM solution, 
both based on the MantiSpec tra 
ChipSense technology and meant 

TABLE VI: Raman Instruments

Company 
Name

Product 
Name

Product 
Type Applications, Features, and Benefits

Elodiz Ltd. Elodiz 
Dupla

Raman 
Spectro-

meter

The Dupla Raman spectrometer does not require any user manipulation during op-
eration and is great for multipoint data access. It contains two independent fiber 
probes that can be connected to this device, providing a choice of either simul-
taneous or independent operation. The device is compact, can detect low levels 
of signal, and provides long-term operational stability. The Dupla Raman spec-
trometer also allows for direct Raman analysis of samples with selected laser lines 
and reaction monitoring and PAT analysis using immersion safe fiber-optic probe 
shaft accessories. It can also be attached to other accessories for process analysis.  
The Dupla is good for studying changes or distribution of compositions across a 
sample (stability of pharmaceutical preparations, sample homogeneity in pharma-
ceuticals, and additives and crystallinity in polymers).

Elodiz Ltd. Elodiz 
Neegala

Raman 
Spectro-

meter

Elodiz’s Neegala Raman spectrometer integrates multiple laser lines in a single device. 
Because it has no requirement for user manipulation, the Neegala Raman spectrom-
eter is extremely versatile and can be used in a broad number of applications which, 
until now, were limited to bulky and laboratory-based research grade Raman instru-
ments. The broad spectral range of the short wavelength offers unparalleled range for 
a compact Raman device while the higher wavelength line is used for higher resolution.  
The Neegala Raman spectrometer also allows for direct Raman analysis of samples 
with selected laser lines, reaction monitoring, and PAT analysis using immersion-safe 
fiber-optic probe shaft accessories, and can be attached to other accessories for pro-
cess analysis. The Dupla is good for studying changes or distribution of compositions 
across a sample (stability of pharmaceutical preparations, sample homogeneity in 
pharmaceuticals, and additives and crystallinity in polymers).

IS- 
Instruments Odin

Deep-UV 
Raman

Spectro-
meter

The Odin Deep-UV Raman spectrometer operates in the UV range of the spectrum 
and can detect, identify, and quantify substances at lower concentrations while al-
lowing for the spectral separation of fluorescence and Raman signatures. Good for 
biopharmaceutical process monitoring, biological analysis, defense and security,  
biomedical applications, explosives detection, and identification of hazardous materials. 

Ocean 
Insight

Ocean 
HDX 

Raman 
Spec-

trometer

Raman 
Spectro-

meter

The Ocean HDX Raman spectrometer is a compact, high-performance spectrom-
eter for 785 nm Raman excitation applications. This small-footprint instrument un-
locks Raman signature data from 150 cm-1 to 3400 cm-1 and combines with a laser 
probe and sample holder to measure solids, powders, and liquids. Less expensive 
than scientific-grade Raman instruments yet sacrificing little in performance,  
the Ocean HDX Raman spectrometer is within reach of a wider range of institutions,  
including universities, research laboratories, and budget-limited start-ups. Good for au-
thenticating spirits, analyzing cannabinoids, identifying polymers, and characterizing  
pharmaceutical ingredients.

WITec 
GmbH and 
Attocube 
systems AG

cryo 
Raman

Cryo-
genic 

Raman 
Micro-
scope

The cryoRaman’s integration of a Raman imaging system with a cryogenic sam-
ple chamber effectively establishes a new category of microscope. The cryoRa-
man offers vis to NIR excitation lasers, operating temperatures from 1.8 K to 300 K,  
high magnetic fields up to 12 T, unique cryogenically compatible Raman-specific ob-
jectives, and an exceptionally precise piezoelectric scan stage. Other features include 
a software-controlled laser power adjustment and time-correlated single photon 
counting (TCSPC) modes. The cryoRaman also allows for multi-wavelength excita-
tion analysis, low-wavenumber Raman peak detection, and full polarization control 
in excitation and detection. Good for investigating graphene and carbon nanotubes. 
Research on phase-transitions and emergent properties of novel low-dimension-
al materials will also benefit from the cryoRaman’s high magnetic field options,  
which are ideal for investigating transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) and van 
der Waals heterostructures. The cryoRaman’s polarization control offers many pos-
sibilities for spin-valley physics, its cryogenic environment can make quantum effects 
more visible, and it can measure both Raman and photoluminescence peaks.
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for investigation and OEM applications. 
These four devices illustrate a trend in 
the NIR world, which is that the develop-
ment of such devices can be incorpo-
rated into monitoring systems to take 
advantage of the growing NIR applica-

tions, and the cloud-based data analy-
sis approach to move the spectroscopy 
directly to the location of the sample. 

In the “mid-infrared (mid-IR)” cat-
egory (Table V), the traditional sup-
pliers have been busy, and there are 

several interesting new products. 
There is a dedicated Silica Analyzer 
from PerkinElmer, a new general-pur-
pose Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) 
spectrophotometer from Shimadzu, 
and a nanoscale IR system from Bruker.

TABLE VII: Imaging Instruments and Components

Company 
Name

Product 
Name Product Type Applications, Features, and Benefits

EDAX
Clarity Super 

EBSD  
Analysis 
System

Electron Back-
scatter Diffrac-

tion (EBSD) 
Detector

EDAX’s Clarity Super EBSD Analysis System is the world’s first and only com-
mercially available electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) detector that allows 
for unparalleled performance as low as 3 kV. It improves upon EDAX’s Clarity 
Plus System, which allowed performance as low as 7 kV. This system is optimal 
for beam-sensitive perovskite, ceramic, or semiconductor materials.

Greateyes
LOTTE-i 

In-Vacuum 
Scientific 

CCD Camera 

In-Vacuum 
CCD Camera

The new LOTTE-i camera for in-vacuum applications in the VUV, EUV,  
and soft and hard X-ray range integrates cutting-edge low-noise electronics, 
ultra-deep cooling technology, and an encapsulated design with an industry-
low outgassing rate. Multiple readout speeds can be selected from 50 kHz up 
to 5 MHz. The LOTTE-I camera allows for a true 18-bit AD conversion to exploit 
the full dynamic range of the CCD sensor. Good for EUV lithography, X-ray 
tomography, Fourier-transform holography, X-ray diffraction, X-ray phase con-
trast imaging, ptychographic spectromicroscopy, and grazing-incidence small 
angle X-ray scattering.

Horiba 
Scientific

FLIMera 
CMOS-
based  

Imaging 
Camera 

Imaging  
Camera for 

dynamic 
FLIM studies 
at real time 
video rates

Horiba Scientific’s FLIMera CMOS-based imaging camera allows for wide field 
imaging at rapid video rates of 30 frames per second with simple camera tech-
nology that shows fluorescence lifetime determination based on the time-cor-
related single photon counting technique (TCSPC) realized independently in 
each pixel. The camera also shows the time decay of laser-excited fluorescence 
at video rate speeds to record or stream real-time video rate FLIM, therefore 
obtaining significantly faster data acquisition compared to conventional scan-
ning systems. The FLIMera CMOS-based imaging camera can provide videos 
of molecular interactions on dynamic molecular processes that are fundamen-
tal to human metabolism and health, including rapid screening in disease diag-
nostics, as in cancer screenings and detection.

Monstr 
Sense 
Technolo-
gies

Nessie Laser 
Scanning 

Microscope
Laser-scanning 

Microscope

Nessie is a laser-scanning microscope for spectroscopists. It interfaces with 
laser-based experiments you have built in the laboratory, including photolumi-
nescence and ultrafast spectroscopies. Nessie is also compatible with a wide 
range of sample chambers including cryostats because of its ability to verti-
cally translate over a range of over 4 in. Built to pair with the Bigfoot collinear 
ultrafast spectrometer also developed by Monstr Sense, this is a microscope 
made for spectroscopy. Good for multimodal microscopy, stimulated Raman 
scattering (SRS) microscopy, transient absorption (TAS) microscopy, photolu-
minescence microscopy, and two-photon microscopy.

Nireos 
SRL HERA SWIR

Hyperspectral 
Camera in the 
SWIR region 

(900–1700 nm)

The HERA-SWIR hyperspectral camera is based on a patented Fourier-trans-
form approach. This approach guarantees very high light throughput, a vari-
able spectral resolution (adjustable via software), an excellent spatial resolu-
tion (the sensor is a 640 x 512 pixel), and no spatial distortions or aberrations.  
The camera operates in a “static” modality: it can be mounted on a tripod 
(either in vertical or horizontal position) and stares at the sample for the en-
tire measurement time, making it suitable for laboratory measurements.  
The HERA-SWIR can be employed in a large variety of applications, both in the 
scientific and in the industrial field. It can be applied in spectroscopy labora-
tories, the agrifood industry, cultural heritage, plastic sorting, remote sensing, 
biology, microscopy, and in vegetation studies.

Princeton 
Infrared 
Technolo-
gies, Inc

Extended 
SWIR  

response 
T2SL 

BPCam

InGaAs/
GaAsSb 
Detector

type-II super 
lattice (T2SL) 

This InGaAs/GaAsSb type-II super lattice (T2SL) detector camera en-
ables high resolution up to 1280 x 1024 and offers SWIR imaging at frame 
rates at 90 frames per second (fps) at full resolution. The camera’s small 
12 µm detector array pitch, combined with the extended wavelength re-
sponse of its T2SL material and a 3-stage TEC, enables impressive imag-
ing from visible wavelengths out to 2050 nm. Good for laser beam profil-
ing and sorting applications. 

Spectro-
light, Inc.

Flexible 
Wavelength 

Selector 
Poly

Broadband 
Tunable Filter

The Flexible Wavelength Selector Poly (FWS-Poly) is a tunable filter 
that utilizes TwinFilm technology to provide simple software control of 
the center wavelength and the bandwidth via a USB connector. In this 
new version, the center wavelength tuning range has been dramatically 
widened from 250 to 1700 nm. The FWS-Poly can be used for a wide 
range of light from UV-vis to IR. Good for hyperspectral, global Raman,  
and fluorescent imaging detection.
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The Bruker mid-IR instrument ad-
dresses the growing market to gain IR 
information from samples that are well 
below the optical diffraction limit. It incor-
porates atomic force microscopy (AFM)-
IR modes, along with modes typically 
found in scanning probe microscopy. 

A particularly interesting device 
from the company NLIR Aps is the 
S2050-130 kHz. This device is a mid-
IR grating spectrometer that works 
in the 2.0–5.0 µm (5000–2000 cm-1)  
region of the spectrum. It is designed 
for fast processes and uses the NLIR 
upconversion technology and a silicon 
charge-coupled device (CCD) to pro-
vide a unique device that can provide 
data in the mid-IR region.

Thermo Fisher Scientific has intro-
duced the RaptIR for traditional FT-IR 
microscope analyses. One could de-
bate whether this device belongs 
here or in the “Accessories” category 
because you would still need to buy 
an FT-IR spectrometer for this device 
to function effectively. However, it is 
designed to be a workhorse micro-
scope that one would expect to find 
in a well-equipped industrial spec-
troscopy laboratory. It also incorpo-
rates task-specific workflows (such as  
microplastic analysis).

Over the past few years, the growth 
in Raman spectroscopy has been noted 
multiple times. This continued growth 
accelerated this year, as Table VI 

shows, with some exciting new entries. 
For laboratory-based research instru-
ments, there are two entries that can 
expand applications into new areas. 
IS-Instruments has introduced a deep 
UV Raman system with excitation at 
228 nm, capitalizing on the increased 
Raman scatter (and fluorescence avoid-
ance) with short wavelength excitation. 
WITec Gmbh has a new cryogenic 
Raman imaging microscope.

Elodiz, Ltd. and Ocean Insight have 
introduced devices that are more 
geared to field and process applica-
tions. The two introductions by Elodiz 
use multiple laser lines and fiber optic 
probes, whereas the Ocean Insight 
product continues in the small foot-

print vein and is designed to detect 
Raman shifts from 150 to 3400 cm-1 
with 785 nm excitation.

Moving on to the “Imaging” cat-
egory (Table VII) of instruments and 
components, we have a broad set 
of products, including several cam-
eras. Greateyes GmbH, Horiba Sci-
entific, Nireos SRL, and Princeton 
Infrared Technologies, Inc. have all 
introduced new cameras for imaging 
applications. EDAX has introduced a 
new backscatter diffraction detector. 
Spectrolight Inc. has a new broad-
band tunable filter that can cover 
from the UV through to the NIR.

As a complete imaging system, Monstr  
Sense Technologies has introduced a 

TABLE IX: Mass Spectrometry

Company 
Name

Product 
Name

Product 
Type Applications, Features, and Benefits

Refeyn Ltd Samux Mass  
Photometer

The Samux is the first mass photometer that is optimized for adeno-as-
sociated virus (AAV) characterization. It quantifies empty and full capsid 
ratios and detects partially filled or overfilled capsids. It delivers reliable 
results across AAV serotypes in under 5 min. The Samux also features 
easy sample loading and decontamination, requiring only a little sample 
(10–20 µL at 1011 particles/mL) to be effective. Good for characterizing 
AAVs, empty or full AAV capsid ratio measurement, detection of partially 
filled or overfilled capsids, and Serotype-agnostic AAV analytics.

Refeyn Ltd Two Auto Mass  
Photometer

The Two Auto is the world’s first automated mass photometry solution, 
consisting of a mass photometer integrated with a liquid-handling ro-
bot as well as data acquisition and analysis software. It analyses up to  
14 samples autonomously in 1 h. The TwoMP Auto mass photometer 
can analyze diverse biomolecules (proteins, nucleic acids, glycopro-
teins, lipids, and even membrane proteins and viral capsids) and also 
assess sample purity and characterize protein interactions, aggregation,  
oligomerization, and assembly. The automation of the mass photometer 
facilitates its use in titrations, screenings, and in any other assays requir-
ing rapid, repeated measurements.

TABLE VIII: NMR Instruments

Company 
Name

Product 
Name Product Type Applications, Features, 

and Benefits

JEOL USA

JEOL ECZ  
Luminous  
Nuclear 

Magnetic 
Resonance 

Spectrometer

Nuclear  
Magnetic 

Resonance 
Spectrometer

JEOL USA’s ECZ Luminous NMR  
spectrometer has a 60% re-
duced footprint compared to 
the previous ECZ model and 
sample throughput is notice-
ably improved. With the new 
multi-frequency drive system, 
multi-nuclei pulse trains can 
be run on a single physical RF 
channel. This NMR spectrom-
eter can be used in a large va-
riety of applications, including 
studying organic and inorganic 
compounds, drug development 
and manufacturing, studying 
natural products, proteins, nu-
cleic acids, polymers, battery 
materials, and catalysts.  
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TABLE X: Accessories

Company 
Name

Product 
Name Product Type Applications, Features, and Benefits

Nanosens  
AS

N-SENS 
Flow Cell

NIR  
Spectrometer 

Accessory

The N-SENS Flow Cell is an accessory for mounting PAT spectrom-
eters to provide the liquid sample flow through the production channel.  
The window is in contact with the process materials for measurement with 
the instrumentation placed on the other side of the window. The material 
selection was chosen according to industry-accepted “food safe” practices.  
The N-SENS Flow Cell is recommended for use in the chemical, pharma-
ceutical and food industries. It is designed for easy cleanability and with 
minimization of crevices to prevent material accumulation. 

REFLEX 
Analytical 
Corporation

Custom 
Microfluidic 
Cells, Cav-
ity Cells, 

Micro Cap-
illary Flow 
Through 
Cells and 
Custom 
Cuvettes

Custom  
UV-vis-NIR Cells 

and Cuvettes

A precision manufacturing process requires each cell to be either a 
single-piece fabrication or assembled by direct fusion without the use 
of adhesives. The bonding process allows for geometries that would 
be difficult, if not impossible, otherwise. Microfluidic cells and devices 
typically have features and channel sizes as small as 100 µm while 
larger fluidic devices have channel sizes ranging from 0.5 to 3 mm. If 
required, external machining completes the cell by adding ports and 
mounting holes. Contains microchannel sizes as small as 100 µm. Good 
for transmission spectroscopy and UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy applica-
tions. Investigations supported include micro-volume analysis, DNA 
and protein synthesis, receptor analysis, synthetic organic chemistry,  
neurobiology, forensic medicine, polymerase chain reaction, and many  
life science purposes.

S.T.Japan-
Europe 
GmbH

MicroVice 
Sample 
Holder 

with new 
Clamps

FT-IR  
Microscopes, 

Raman  
Microscopes, 

Light  
Microscopes

The MicroVice Sample holder with new clamps is an ideal solution for easily 
holding fibers, films, and other long, thin, and flexible materials for analysis 
under the microscope. The clamps provide ease of use and experimental 
flexibility when handling these types of samples for microanalysis. Good for 
multilayer films analysis, fiber analysis, paper analysis, and polymers.

Specac Inc.
The Quest 

Heated 
Puck

FT-IR Accessory

The Quest Diamond Heated Puck can be used for ATR analysis of liquid 
and solid samples up to 110 °C thanks to its monolithic diamond ATR ele-
ment. PC software with graphical display of temperature is provided for 
control of the accessory, and it saves space in the laboratory with its ultra- 
compact USB interface. A 4-wire RTD sensor helps ensure accuracy 
when measuring temperature. The Quest Heated Puck is recommend-
ed for observing phase transitions in acid-soap systems, food stuffs,  
and similar multi-component samples. It is also recommended for ana-
lyzing protein conformation and high temperature oil studies.

Specac Inc. The Arrow 
Silicon ATR FT-IR Accessory

The Arrow is a slide with an in-built silicon ATR internal reflection ele-
ment. It may be used to speed up processing of samples and to develop 
more complex sample preparation routines. Compared to diamond ATR,  
the low-cost, consumable nature of the silicon element makes it ideal for 
batch preparation of liquid samples, especially where treating, coating,  
or functionalization of the silicon element is desired. By using a single slide 
per test, cross-contamination is also avoided. Good for batch testing of paints 
and coatings, hydrated films, microbiology testing, and protein analysis.

laser scanning microscope called 
the Nessie. 

The one new product in the nu-
clear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
category (Table VIII) is a smaller-
footprint NMR spectrometer from 
JEOL USA.

In the “Mass Spectrometry” cat-
egory (Table IX), two new devices 
introduced by Refeyn, Ltd, capitalize 
on the mass photometry technique 
developed at Oxford University. One 
of the new instruments is designed to 
provide automation to the mass pho-
tometry technique, whereas the other 

is optimized for adeno-associated 
virus characterization.

Accessories
In the “Accessories” category, new 
products have been introduced to 
simplify sample analysis. REFLEX Ana-
lytical Corp. and Nanosens AS have 
both introduced new cells and cuvettes  
(Table X). S.T. Japan-Europe GmbH has 
introduced an improved MicroVice while 
Specac now provides a heated puck for 
the Quest. An interesting new product 
from Specac is the Arrow, which is a dis-
posable silicon ATR accessory.

Components
We have defined components as 
products that would be part of a com-
plete instrument; with that definition, 
as Table XI indicates, the category in-
cludes a disparate set of items. 

Armadil lo SIA has int roduced 
t wo new opt ical  f iber produc t s 
while Trace Matters Scientific has 
a new f lexible ion guide. Sources 
are one type of component where 
there have been a number of new 
entr ies, including produc ts f rom 
Pyroistech S.L, Micro X-Ray, Inc.,  
and Edinburgh Instruments.
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TABLE XI: Components

Company 
Name Product Name Product 

Type Applications, Features, and Benefits

Armadillo SIA
Multi-Core Opti-
cal Fiber: Silica/
Silica Concen-
tric Core Fibers

Optical 
Fiber

Armadillo SIA’s Multi-Core Optical Fibers offer control of power den-
sity and beam shape using different cores or multiple cores simul-
taneously, providing increased precision in power delivery applica-
tions. This product is recommended for sheet metal cutting, welding, 
and engraving.

Armadillo SIA

Optran UV 
NCC, WF NCC: 

Silica/Silica 
Non-circular 
Core Fiber

Optical 
Fiber

Armadillo SIA’s non-circular core (NCC) fibers homogenize the inten-
sity distribution and provide excellent image scrambling characteristics.  
Compared to standard circular fibers, Armadillo’s NCC fibers also offer greater 
coupling efficiencies. These NCC fibers are available in core geometries of your 
choice and are fully customizable. The material can be processed in a more uni-
form fashion than is possible with a circular beam because of less overlapping.  
The NCC output beam reduces the need for beam-shaping optics. They are 
good for laser applications such as surface pre-treatment. 

Edinburgh 
Instruments

Agile  
Tunable White 
Light Source

Super-
continuum 

Laser

The Agile Tunable White Light Source is a wide wavelength-tunable, high 
brightness supercontinuum laser that provides picosecond pulses with vari-
able kHz-to-MHz repetition rates. The laser features a broadband spectral 
output from <400 nm to >2000 nm and pulse repetition rates from 10 kHz 
to 1 MHz, making it an ideal light source for most fluorescence lifetime ap-
plications. The Agile Tunable White Light Source allows for seamless inte-
gration into all Edinburgh Instruments photoluminescence spectrometers,  
and it is also compatible with multi-channel scaling (MCS) mode for life-
times extending beyond the microsecond range.

Micro 
X-Ray, Inc LightBright X-ray 

Source

LightBright’s end window X-ray source is specifically targeted for XRF appli-
cations where high flux and close source/sample/detector geometry is impor-
tant. The all-new tube design delivers a high beam current down to 3 kV for 
optimal light elemental analysis without compromising on lifetime. This X-ray 
source allows the user to deploy an innovative anode heat removal method 
that allows a user’s machine to take advantage of the full 50 W of continuous 
power for faster sample times while delivering longer tube life than existing de-
signs. This X-ray source is good for any application with high flux and close ge-
ometry requirements. Benchtop XRF machines with vacuum or helium purge 
options for light element analysis could also see vastly increased throughput 
because of the increased flux at low excitation voltages.

Pyroistech 
S.L

Breton- 
MultiLED 

Light Source

Broad-
band Light 

Source, 
Fiber-

coupled 
MultiLED 

with differ-
ent peak 

wave-
lengths in 

the UV-vis-
NIR range

Breton is a broadband multiLED light system with several peak wave-
lengths in the 400–800 nm range. The current through each LED is 
controlled with 1% precision through a USB connection to the com-
puter or touchscreen. Three different models available to suit the 
user’s specific needs. Breton is compact, light, and silent, remaining 
stable throughout the working spectral range. It features a fast stabi-
lization time (1 min) and is built with quality materials that last a long 
time. Good for fluorescence, absorption or transmission, and colo-
rimetry measurements. Applications where Breton is recommended  
include education, engineering, chemistry, and biology.

Pyroistech 
S.L.

COB –  
LED light 

source

Fiber-
coupled 

UV-vis-NIR 
LED Light 

Source

The COB LED light source is a compact, light, silent, and stable light 
source that does not require a fan and remains stable throughout the 
spectral range (270–1050 nm). White and UV-vis-NIR. Can be operated 
in continuous or pulsed mode and is adjustable power in both modes. 
Comes with a SMA or FC fiber optic output connector. The COB LED 
light source was built with quality materials designed to last. Good for 
fluorescence, absorption, transmission, and colorimetry measurements, 
with applications in education, engineering, chemistry, and biology.

Pyroistech 
S.L.

FJORD – Fiber-
coupled SLED 

light source

Fiber- 
coupled 

NIR SLED 
Light 

Source

Pyroistech’s Fjord Fiber-coupled SLED light source provides a customized 
response in the NIR to demanding user applications. It contains a configu-
rable spectral range (up to a maximum of 8 SLEDs) and maximum optical 
power up to 8 μm fiber, or -5 dBm. Fjord features a low stabilization time less 
than 1 min, temperature control at ±0.1 °C, and a configurable output con-
nector FC-PC/FC-APC. With quality materials and finishes, Fjord is com-
pact, light, and silent. If desired, the user can also have individual control of 
the power of each SLED through a touch screen or USB connection to the 
computer. Good for optical laboratories, testing optical fibers, interrogation 
of Bragg networks, or tomography.

Continued on Page 52
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TABLE XII: Software

Company 
Name

Product 
Name

Product 
Type Applications, Features, and Benefits

Ocean 
Insight

OceanDirect 
device 
driver 

platform
Software

OceanDirect is a powerful, cross-platform software development kit that en-
ables users to program custom software solutions for Ocean Insight spec-
trometers. With OceanDirect, users control how they apply spectral data 
to application challenges, whether they are conducting academic research, 
performing OEM product development and integration, or monitoring indus-
trial processes. OceanDirect is free of Java layers or Java virtual machines, 
which simplifies operation and makes it better suited for embedded applica-
tions. Good for programming custom software solutions for Ocean Insight 
spectrometers, with applications including OEM product development and 
integration, and monitoring industrial processes.

Optiwave 
Systems 
Inc.

Opti
Instrument

Instrument 
Control 

Software

OptiInstrument is a software tool that makes it easy to communicate with 
instruments and automate their operation using remote control scripts.  
OptiInstrument, developed by Optiwave in collaboration with EXFO, address-
es the need to automate instruments for researchers, scientists, photonic en-
gineers, professors, and students. OptiInstrument provides a simple, efficient, 
and user-friendly way to meet multiple applications. Good for all types of  
laboratory experimentation.

S.T. 
Japan-
Europe 
GmbH

Micro-
plastics

 & Related 
Compounds 

Raman 
Spectra 

Database

All Raman 
Spectrom-

eters

Contains 1474 Raman spectra of well-defined synthetic polymers com-
monly found in commercial and industrial products worldwide. This includes  
non-biodegradable plastics, packaging materials, synthetic polymer-based 
materials, and other substances relevant for microplastics analysis. The data-
base is compatible with the software of all major instrument manufacturers.  
It can be used not only for single-particle identification, but also for methods 
such as chemical imaging based on the automated analysis software of the spe-
cific instrument. Good for food quality control applications and environmental, 
polymer, and water analysis.

S.T. 
Japan-
Europe 
GmbH

Micro-
plastics & 
Related 

Compounds 
ATR-FT-IR 

Spectra 
Database 

All FT-IR 
Spectrom-

eters

Contains 4220 ATR-FT-IR spectra of well-defined synthetic polymers com-
monly found in commercial and industrial products worldwide. This includes  
non-biodegradable plastics, packaging materials, synthetic polymer-based  
materials, and other substances relevant for microplastics analysis. The data-
base is compatible with the software of all major instrument manufacturers. 
It can be used not only for single-particle identification, but also for methods 
such as chemical imaging based on the automated analysis software of the 
specific instrument. Good for food quality control applications and environ-
mental, polymer, and water analysis.

S.T. 
Japan-
Europe 
GmbH

New Psy-
choactive  

Substances  
& Illicit  
Drugs 
Raman 
Spectra 

Database 

All Raman 
Spectrom-

eters

S.T. Japan-Europe Gmbh issued a new and exclusive Raman spectra data-
base called “New Psychoactive Substances, Designer Drugs, Legal Highs, 
Research Chemicals, Doping and other Illicit Substances.” This database con-
tains 177 spectra of substances such as phenethylamine, synthetic cannabi-
noids and cathinones, piperazine, tryptamines, mephedrone, and steroids, 
among others. It is compatible with the software of all major instrument man-
ufacturers, so user can continue working in their usual software environment.  
This database is recommended for drug analysis, particularly for first respond-
ers and law enforcement. The database is also recommended for forensics and  
pharmaceutical applications.

TABLE XI (CONTINUED): Components

Company 
Name Product Name Product 

Type Applications, Features, and Benefits

Pyroistech 
S.L.

TAKHI-Halogen 
Light Source

Fiber-
coupled  
Halogen 

Light 
Source

Pyroistech’s Takhi-Halogen Light Source features an SMA output 
connector, a ventilation system with two fans, and two models.  
This fiber-coupled halogen light source is compact and light, remains 
stable throughout the spectral range, and contains quality materials 
to ensure a long performance lifetime. Offers detection from 400 to 
2500 nm. Good for fluorescence, absorption, transmission, or colo-
rimetry measurements with applications in education, engineering, 
chemistry, or biology.

Trace Matters 
Scientific SPion Flexible 

Ion Guide

Trace Matters Scientific’s SPion flexible ion guide contains and guides 
ions in a flexible path and is a unique category of ion optical compo-
nents. Good for mass spectrometry probes, imaging stations, and liquid  
handling stations.

● Continued on Page 54
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Fluorine analyzer
The ProfilerF analyzer from Metrohm 
is designed as an analytical tool that 
quantifies all fluorine (both organic 
and inorganic fluoride in solution)  
to define the total impact of per- and 
polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) 
contaminants. According to the 
company, the analyzer can help 
researchers understand the total 
organic fluorine profile, as well as the 
detrimental impact these compounds can have on the  
environment and human health. 
Metrohm USA, Riverview, FL. 
www.metrohm.com

Diamond ATR accessory
The IRIS diamond 
attenuated total reflection 
(ATR) accessory from  
PIKE is designed for 
infrared (IR) sampling 
for powders gels, 
liquids, solids, and more. 
According to the company, 
the accessory is suitable 
for research, QA/QC,  
and sample identification. 
PIKE Technologies, 
Madison, WI.
www.piketech.com

Micro cavity flow cells
Custom flow through capillary cells, 
micro cavity cells, and microfluidic 
cuvettes with channel sizes as 
small as 100 microns from REFLEX 
are made from ultraviolet quartz, 
infrared quartz, and glass.  
According to the company, the 
flow cells are suitable for DNA and 
protein synthesis, receptor analysis, 
organic chemistry, neurobiology,  
and many life science applications. 
REFLEX Analytical Corporation, 
Ridgewood, NJ. 
www.reflexusa.com

Particle analysis module
Renishaw’s particle analysis 
software module for its inVia 
confocal Raman microscope 
is designed to automate 
the microscope so that it 
can identify particles on 
images, and then chemically 
analyze them using Raman 
spectroscopy. According to 
the company, the software provides chemical information  
on each particle and its morphology statistics. 
Renishaw, 
West Dundee, IL. 
www.renishaw.com

PRODUCTS & RESOURCES ● Continued from Page 52

Software
Anyone who uses instruments recognizes that software is 
the human interface to the devices. Typically, discussions 
about new products tend to minimize the effort to develop 
instrument control software—especially for tried-and-true 
analytical techniques—in comparison to the focus on the 
hardware. Many of the instruments mentioned above 
have new software platforms in addition to the hardware.  
Both Ocean Insight and Optiwave Systems have introduced 
driver and instrument control software for their products 
(Table XII). We are also including spectral libraries in the 
software category. S.T. Japan-Europe GmbH has intro-
duced three new libraries, a microplastics IR library, and a 
Raman microplastics database. They also have introduced 
a Raman database for psychoactive and illicit drugs.

Trends and Conclusions
Many of the products discussed in this review seem to fol-
low trends that we have seen in analytical instruments in 
recent years. The products are becoming smaller, easier to 
use, and, in many cases, specific to a particular application 
rather than for a general purpose. Likewise, tools that are 
making data easier to acquire or interpret are a major thrust 
of instrument companies and those approaches will increase 
the productivity of users in the laboratories. Although we 
applaud these trends, we hope that the audiences for these 
products are cognizant of how each device works, what data 
it should deliver, and how to interpret the data—rather than 
relying on a “black box” approach. The real danger with 
such easy-to-use tools lies in relying on the vendor to supply 
the analytical result; a critical part of integrating any analyti-
cal instrument into a laboratory is validation.

With the pandemic waning (we hope), in the coming 
year we believe that the pace of product introductions will 
pick up. We look forward to seeing new devices in person  
at conferences. 

Submit Your Products As Your Launch Them  
If your organization introduces a new product in the coming 
months, please tell us right away by submitting the 2023 
Spectroscopy New Product form, which can be found at  
https://www.spectroscopyonline.com/view/spectroscopy-
new-product-review. We will accept submissions as prod-
ucts are introduced and will include the appropriate prod-
ucts in the 2023 review.

Ellen Miseo is a consultant in vibrational spectros-
copy and spectroscopy education. She is the past 
president of both the Coblentz Society and the So-
ciety for Applied Spectroscopy, and serves on the 
Spectroscopy Editorial Advisory board. Michael S. 
Bradley also serves on Spectroscopy’s Editorial Ad-
visory Board and is a Product Manager at Thermo 
Fisher Scientific in Madison, Wisconsin. Direct corre-
spondence to: SpectroscopyEdit@mmhgroup.com. ●
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